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p - A D I C B O U N D A R Y V A L U E S 

by 

Peter Schneider & Jeremy Teitelbaum 

Abstract, — We study in detail certain natural continuous representations of G = 
GLn(K) in locally convex vector spaces over a locally compact, non-archimedean field 
K of characteristic zero. We construct boundary value maps, or integral transforms, 
between subquotients of the dual of a "holomorphic" representation coming from 
a p-adic symmetric space, and "principal series" representations constructed from 
locally analytic functions on G. We characterize the image of each of our integral 
transforms as a space of functions on G having certain transformation properties and 
satisfying a system of partial differential equations of hypergeometric type. 

This work generalizes earlier work of Morita, who studied this type of represen
tation of the group SL,2(K). It also extends the work of Schneider-Stuhler on the 
De Rham cohomology of p-adic symmetric spaces. We view this work as part of a 
general program of developing the theory of such representations. 

Introduction 
In this paper, we study in detail certain natural continuous representations of G = 

GLn(K) in locally convex vector spaces over a locally compact, non-archimedean field 
K of characteristic zero. We construct boundary value maps, or integral transforms, 
between subquotients of the dual of a "holomorphic" representation coming from a p-
adic symmetric space, and "principal series" representations constructed from locally 
analytic functions on G. We characterize the image of each of our integral transforms 
as a space of functions on G having certain transformation properties and satisfying 
a system of partial differential equations of hypergeometric type. 

This work generalizes earlier work of Morita, who studied this type of representation 
of the group SL2(K). It also extends the work of Schneider-Stuhler on the De Rham 
cohomology of p-adic symmetric spaces. We view this work as part of a general 
program of developing the theory of such representations. 
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A major motivation for studying continuous representations of p-adic groups comes 
from the observation that, in traditional approaches to the representation theory of 
p-adic groups, one separates representations into two essentially disjoint classes - the 
smooth representations (in the sense of Langlands theory) and the finite dimensional 
rational representations. Such a dichotomy does not exist for real Lie groups, where 
the finite dimensional representations are "smooth." The category of continuous rep
resentations which we study is broad enough to unify both smooth and rational rep
resentations, and one of the most interesting features of our results is the interaction 
between these two types of representations. 

The principal tools of this paper are non-archimedean functional analysis, rigid 
geometry, and the "residue" theory developed in the paper [ST]. Indeed, the boundary 
value maps we study are derived from the residue map of [ST]. 

Before summarizing the structure of our paper and discussing our main results, we 
will review briefly some earlier, related results. 

The pioneering work in this area is due to Morita ([M0I-M06]). He intensively stud
ied two types of representations of SL2(K). The first class of representations comes 
from the action of SL2{K) on sections of rigid line bundles on the one-dimensional 
rigid analytic space X obtained by deleting the If-rational points from P / ^ ; this 
space is often called the p-adic upper half plane. The second class of representations 
is constructed from locally analytic functions on SL2 {K) which transform by a locally 
analytic character under the right action by a Borel subgroup P of SL2(K). This 
latter class make up what Morita called the (p-adic) principal series. 

Morita showed that the duals of the "holomorphic" representations coming from 
the p-adic upper half plane occur as constituents of the principal series. The simplest 
example of this is Morita's pairing 

(*) Q1(X) x C ^ t P 1 ^ ) , ^ ) / ] ? — > K 

between the locally analytic functions on P1(i;T) modulo constants (a "principal series" 
representation, obtained by induction from the trivial character) and the 1-forms on 
the one-dimensional symmetric space (a holomorphic representation.) 

Morita's results illustrate how continuous representation theory extends the the
ory of smooth representations. Under the pairing (*), the locally constant functions 
on PX(X) modulo constants (a smooth representation known as the Steinberg repre
sentation) are a G-invariant subspace which is orthogonal to the subspace of Ox(X) 
consisting of exact forms. In particular, this identifies the first De Rham cohomology 
group of the p-adic upper half plane over K with the if-linear dual of the Steinberg 
representation. 

The two types of representations considered by Morita (holomorphic discrete series 
and principal series) have been generalized to GLn. 

The "holomorphic" representations defined in [Sch] use Drinfeld's d-dimensional p-
adic symmetric space X. The space X is the complement in P/K of the if-rational 
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hyperplanes. The action of the group G := GLd+i{K) on Pd preserves the missing 
hyperplanes, and therefore gives an action of G on X and a continuous action of 
G on the infinite dimensional locally convex K-vector space 0(X) of rigid functions 
on X. The (p-adic) holomorphic discrete series representations are modelled on this 
example, and come from the action of G on the global sections of homogeneous vector 
bundles on Pd restricted to X. There is a close relationship between these holomorphic 
representations and classical automorphic forms, coming from the theory of p-adic 
uniformization of Shimura varieties ([RZ], [Var]). 

The second type of representation we will study are the "locally analytic" represen
tations. Such representations are developed systematically in a recent thesis of Feaux 
de Lacroix ([Fea]). He defines a class of representations (which he calls "weakly ana
lytic") in locally convex vector spaces V over X, relying on a general definition of a 
V-valued locally analytic function. Such a representation is a continuous linear action 
of G on V with the property that, for each t>, the orbit maps fv(g) = g • v are locally 
analytic V-valued functions on G. Notice that locally analytic representations include 
both smooth representations and rational ones. 

Feaux de Lacroix's thesis develops some of the foundational properties of this type 
of representation. In particular, he establishes the basic properties of an induction 
functor (analytic coinduction). If we apply his induction to a one-dimensional locally 
analytic representation of a Borel subgroup of G, we obtain the p-adic principal series. 

In this paper, we focus on one holomorphic representation and analyze it in terms of 
locally analytic principal series representations. Specifically, we study the representa
tion of G = GLd+i(K) on the space Qd(X) of d-forms on the d-dimensional symmetric 
space X. Our results generalize Morita, because we work in arbitrary dimensions, and 
Schneider-Stuhler, because we analyze all of f2d(X), not just its cohomology. Despite 
our narrow focus, we uncover new phenomena not apparent in either of the other 
works, and we believe that our results are representative of the general structure of 
holomorphic discrete series representations. 

Our main results describe a d-step, G-invariant filtration on Qd(X) and a corre
sponding filtration on its continuous linear dual Qd(Xy. We establish topological 
isomorphisms between the d+1 subquotients of the dual filtration and subquotients 
of members of the principal series. The j - t h such isomorphism is given by a "boundary 
value map" 

The filtration on Qd(X) comes from geometry and reflects the fact that X is a 
hyperplane complement. The first proper subspace fi^X)1 in the filtration on Qd(X) 
is the space of exact forms, and the first subquotient is the d-th De Rham cohomology 
group. 

The principal series representation which occurs as the j-th subquotient of the dual 
of Qd(X) is a hybrid object blending rational representations, smooth representations, 
and differential equations. The construction of these principal series representations 
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54 P. SCHNEIDER & J. TEITELBAUM 

is a three step process. For each j = 0 , . . . ,d , we first construct a representation 
Vj of the maximal parabolic subgroup Pj of G having a Levi subgroup of shape 
GLj(K) x GLd+i-j(K). The representation Vj (which factors through this Levi 
subgroup) is the tensor product of a simple rational representation with the Steinberg 
representation of one of the Levi factors. In the second step, we apply analytic 
coinduction to Vj to obtain a representation of G. 

The third step is probably the most striking new aspect of our work. For each 
we describe a pairing between a generalized Verma module and the representation 

induced from Vj. We describe a submodule Dj of this Verma module such that J '̂l is a 
topological isomorphism onto the subspace of the induced representation annihilated 
by ty: 

: [nd(X)j/Qd(Xy^1]f ^ Can(G,P^Vj)^=0 

The generators of the submodules T)j make up a system of partial differential equa
tions. Interestingly, these differential equations are hypergeometric equations of the 
type studied by Gelfand and his collaborators (see [GKZ] for example). Specifically, 
the equations which arise here come from the adjoint action of the maximal torus of 
G on the (transpose of) the unipotent radical of Pj. 

For the sake of comparison with earlier work, consider the two extreme cases when 
j = 0 and j = d. When j = 0, the group Pj is all of G, the representation Vj is 
the Steinberg representation of G, and the induction is trivial. The submodule Do is 
the augmentation ideal of U(g), which automatically kills Vj because Steinberg is a 
smooth representation. 

When j = d, Vd is an one-dimensional rational representation of P^, and the 
module Dd is zero, so that there are no differential equations. In this case we obtain 
an isomorphism between the bottom step in the filtration and the locally analytic 
sections of an explicit homogeneous line bundle on the projective space G/Pd> When 
d = 1, these two special cases (j = 0 and j = 1) together for SL2(K) are equivalent 
to Morita's theory applied to Q1(X). 

We conclude this introduction with an outline of the sections of this paper. In 
sections one and two, we establish fundamental properties of Qd(X) as a topological 
vector space and as a G-representation. For example, we show that Qd(X) is a reflexive 
Frechet space. 

We introduce our first integral transform in section 2. Let £ be the logarithmic 
d-form on Pd with first order poles along the coordinate hyperplanes. We study the 
map 

I:Qd(Xy —• Gan(G,K) 

A •—• [g A(flf.01-

We show that functions in the image of / satisfy both discrete relations and differential 
equations, although we are unable to precisely characterize the image of the map / . 
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In section 3, we study the map / in more detail. We make use of the kernel function 
introduced in [ST], and attempt to clarify the relationship between the transform I 
and the results of that paper. Properties of the kernel function established in [ST], 
augmented by some new results, yield a map 

jo : Qd(xy _ > C(G/P,K)/Cinv(G/P,K) 

where C(G/P, K) denotes the continuous functions on G / P and C{nv(G/P, K) denotes 
the subspace generated by those continuous functions invariant by a larger parabolic 
subgroup. Using the "symmetrization map" of Borel and Serre, we show that the 
map I0 contains the same information as the original transform / . The map IQ has 
the advantage of targeting the possibly simpler space of functions on the compact 
space G/P. However, as was shown in [ST], the kernel function is locally analytic 
only on the big cell; it is continuous on all of G /P , but has complicated singularities 
at infinity. For this reason, the image of the map IQ does not lie inside the space of 
locally analytic functions. Introducing a notion of "analytic vectors" in a continuous 
representation, we prove that the image of IQ lies inside the subspace of analytic 
vectors, and so we can make sense of what it means for a function in the image of IQ 
to satisfy differential equations. However, as with J, we cannot completely describe 
the image of this "complete" integral transform, and to obtain precise results we must 
pass to subquotients of Qd(Xy. 

In the course of our analysis in section 3, we obtain the important result that the 
space of logarithmic forms (generated over K by the is dense in f2d(X), and 
consequently our maps / and I0 are injective. 

In section 4, we focus our attention on the differential equations satisfied by the 
functions in the image of the transform i". More precisely, let b be the annihilator in 
U(g) of the special logarithmic form £. Any function in the image of / is killed by b. 
The key result in this section is the fact that the left C/(g)-module U(g)/b = U(Q)£ 
has one-dimensional weight spaces for each weight in the root lattice of G. In some 
weak sense, the U(g)-module U(g)£ plays the role of a Harish-Chandra (g, X)-module 
in our p-adic setting. 

The filtration on Q,d(X) is closely related to a descending filtration of U(g) by left 
ideals 

U(g) = b0 D bi D ••• D bd+i = b. 
By combinatorial arguments using weights, we show that the subquotients of this 
filtration are finite direct sums of irreducible highest weight U(g)-modules. Each of 
these modules has a presentation as a quotient of a generalized Verma module by 
a certain submodule. These submodules are the modules Dj which enter into the 
statement of the main theorem. 

In section 5, we obtain a "local duality" result. Let Qf(U°) be the Banach space 
of bounded differential forms on the admissible open set U° in X which is the inverse 
image, under the reduction map, of an open standard chamber in the Bruhat-Tits 
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building of G. Let B be the Iwahori group stabilizing this chamber, and let O(B)b==0 
be the (globally) analytic functions on B annihilated by the (left invariant) differential 
operators in b. We construct a pairing which induces a topological isomorphism 
between the dual space (£>(J3)b=0)' and £1^(17°). 

We go on in section 5 to study the filtration of 0(J3)b==o whose terms are the 
subspaces killed by the successively larger ideals b*. We compute the subquotients of 
this local filtration, and interpret them as spaces of functions satisfying systems of 
partial differential equations. These local computations are used in a crucial way in 
the proof of the main theorem. 

In section 6, we return to global considerations and define our G-invariant filtration 
on Qd(X). We define this filtration first on the algebraic differential forms on X. These 
are the rational d-forms having poles along an arbitrary arrangement of if-rational 
hyper planes. The algebraic forms are dense in the rigid forms, and we define the 
filtration on the full space of rigid forms by taking closures. A "partial fractions" 
decomposition due to Gelfand-Varchenko ([GV]) plays a key role in the definition of 
the filtration and the proof of its main properties. 

In section 7, we use rigid analysis to prove that the first step in the global filtration 
coincides with the space of exact forms; this implies in particular that the exact 
forms are closed in Qd(X). The desired results follow from a "convergent partial 
fractions" decomposition for global rigid forms on Qd(X). One major application of 
this characterization of the first stage of the filtration is that it allows us to relate 
the other stages with subspaces of forms coming by pull-back from lower dimensional 
p-adic symmetric spaces. Another consequence of the results of this section is an 
analytic proof of that part of the main theorem of [SS] describing Ì^DR(^0 m terms 
of the Steinberg representation. 

In section 8, we prove the main theorem, identifying the subquotients of the fil
tration on the dual of Qd(X) with the subspaces of induced representations killed by 
the correct differential operators. All of the prior results are brought to bear on the 
problem. We show that the integral transform is bijective by showing that an ele
ment of the induced representation satisfying the differential equations can be written 
as a finite sum of G-translates of elements of a very special form, and then explic
itly exhibiting an inverse image of such a special element. The fact that the map 
is a topological isomorphism follows from continuity and a careful application of an 
open-mapping theorem. 

Part of this work was presented in a course at the Institut Henri Poincaré during 
the "p-adic semester" in 1997 . We are very grateful for this opportunity as well as for 
the stimulating atmosphere during this activity. The second author was supported 
by grants from the National Science Foundation. 
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0. Notations and conventions 

For the reader's convenience, we will begin by summarizing some of the notation 
we use in this paper. In general, we have followed the notational conventions of [ST]. 

Let K denote a fixed, non-archimedean locally compact field of characteristic zero, 
residue characteristic p > 0 and ring of integers o. Let | • | be the absolute value on 
K, let uj : K —> Z be the normalized additive valuation, and let it be a uniformizing 
parameter. We will use Cp for the completion of an algebraic closure of K. 

Fix an integer d > 1 and let Pd be the projective space over K of dimension d. 
We let G := GLd+i(K), and adopt the convention that G acts on Pd through the left 
action g([qo : • * • : qd]) = [Qo ' • * • : Qd]9~1^ We let T be the diagonal torus in G, and 
T the image of T in PGLd+i(K). We use eo, • •. , £d for the characters of T, where, if 
t = (tu)f=0 is a diagonal matrix, then Ci(t) = tu. 

The character group X*(T) is the root lattice of G. It is spanned by the set 
<l> := {ei — €j : 0 < i j£ j < d} of roots of G. Let So , . . . ,Sd be homogeneous 
coordinates for Pd. Suppose that ¡1 G X*(T), and write fi = Ylt=o miei' We let 

— 
d 

i=0 

svr 

Since FI belongs to the root lattice, we know that Yli=O mi = >̂ and therefore is a 
well-defined rational function on Pd. 

Certain choices of ¡1 arise frequently and so we give them special names. For 
i = 0 , . . . , d — 1 we let fa = ei — €d and F3 = (3Q H h Pd-i- We also let oti = ê +i — 
for i — 0 , . . . , d — 1. The set {o^i}f=o is a set of simple roots. We also adopt the 
convention that ad = eo — e^. Any weight \i in X*(T) may be written uniquely as a 
sum ill — X̂ f=o 7niOLi with integers mi > 0 of which at least one is equal to 0. If /x is 
written in this way, we let £(jbi) := m^. 

As mentioned in the introduction, we let X denote Drinfeld's d-dimensional p-adic 
symmetric space. The space X is the complement in Pd of the if-rational hyper-
planes. The G-action on Pd preserves X. The structure of X as a rigid analytic space 
comes from an admissible covering of X by an increasing family of open if-affinoid 
subvarieties Xn. To define the subdomains Xn, let Ti denote the set of hyperplanes 
in Pd which are defined over K. For any H G Ti let £h be a unimodular linear form 
in S o , . . . , 2^ such that H is the zero set of £h• (Here, and throughout this paper, a 
linear form £h is called unimodular if it has coefficients in o and at least one coefficient 
is a unit.) 

The set Xn consists of the set of points q G Pd such that 

uWh(\Qo : • • • : Qd\)) < n 

for any H G TL whenever [qo : qi : * • • : qd] is a unimodular representative for the 
homogeneous coordinates of q. We denote by 0(X) the ring of global rigid analytic 
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functions on X, and by Ql(X) the global z-forms. By H^K(X) we mean the rigid-
analytic De Rham cohomology of X. 

The space X has a natural G-equivariant map (the reduction map) r : X —• X 
to the Bruhat-Tits building X of PGLd+i(K). For the definition of this map, see 
Definition 2 of [ST]. 

The torus T stabilizes a standard apartment A in X. The Iwahori group 

B := {g G GLd+i(o) : g is lower triangular mod 7r} 

is the pointwise stabilizer of a certain closed chamber C in A C X. Following the 
conventions of [ST], we mean by (C,0) the chamber C together with the vertex 0 
stabilized by GLd+i(o). We will frequently denote a random closed chamber in X with 
the letter A, while A0 will denote the interior of A. The inverse image U° = r_1(G ) 
of the open standard chamber C under the reduction map is an admissible open 
subset in X. 

In addition to these conventions regarding roots and weights of G, we use the 
following letters for various objects associated with G: 

P := the lower triangular Borel subgroup of G 

U := the lower triangular unipotent group of G 

N := the normalizer of T in G 

W := the Weyl group N/T of G 

Wd-\-i := the longest element in W 

Ps := P U PsP for any simple reflection s G W 

For an element g G Uwd+iP in the big cell we define ug G U by the identity g = 
ugWd+ih with h G P. 

Corresponding to a root a = e% — Cj we have a homomorphism a : K+ —> G sending 
u G K+ to the matrix (urs) with: 

ZLRS — 

1 if r = S 
u if r = % and s = j 

0 otherwise. 

The image Ua of a in G is the root subgroup associated to a. It is filtered by the 
subgroups Uot,r ~ 5({u G if : CJ(IX) > r}) for r G R. For a point x G A we define Ux 
to be the subgroup of G generated by all ?7a?_c,(x) for a G <£. 

1. f2d(X) as a locally convex vector space 

We begin by establishing two fundamental topological properties of ild(X). We 
construct a family of norms on fid(X), parameterized by chambers of the building X, 
which defines the natural Frechet topology (coming from its structure as a projective 
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limit of Banach spaces) on f2d(X). We further show the fundamental result that Qd(X) 
is a reflexive Frechet space. 

We first look at the space 0(X). For any open i^-affinoid subvariety y C X its ring 
0(y) of analytic functions is a X-Banach algebra with respect to the spectral norm. 
We equip 0(X) with the initial topology with respect to the family of restriction maps 
0(X) —> 0(y). Since the increasing family of open X-afEnoid subvarieties Xn forms 
an admissible covering of X ([SSI Sect. 1) we have 

0(X) = l imO(In) 
n 

in the sense of locally convex K-vector spaces. It follows in particular that 0(X) is a 
Prechet space. Using a basis 770 of the free (9(X)-module Qd(X) of rank 1 we topologize 
Qd(X) by declaring the linear map 

0(X) Qd(X) 
F Frio 

to be a topological isomorphism; the resulting topology is independent of the choice of 
770. In this way Qd(X) becomes a Frechet space, too. Similarly each Qd(Xn) becomes 
a Banach space. In the following we need a certain G-invariant family of continuous 
norms on Qd(X). First recall the definition of the weights 

Pi '= £i — Ed for 0 < i < d — 1. 

We have 
Çld(X) = 0(X) dZp0 A • • • A dS/3d_1. 

The torus T acts on the form gE/?0 A • • • A dERd_1 through the weight 

Çld(X) = 0(X) dZp0 

For any point q € X such that z := r(q) G A we define a continuous (additive) 
semi-norm ^y„ on Qd(X) by 

7,(77) := oo{F{q)) + (3{z) if 77 = Fd30o A • • • A cE0d^. 

Lemma 1.1. — Let q G X such that x := r(q) G A; we then have 

lgq=lq°g 1 for any g G N U Ux. 

Proof. — First let g G G be any element such that gx G A. Using [ST] Cor. 4 and the 
characterizing property of the function /x(^_1,.) ([ST] Def. 28) one easily computes 

loo -7o о 9 =ÍO 
drd 

So (9) 
sd+ d41 
s51 d 

sv + u;(det g). 

Obviously the right hand side vanishes if g is a diagonal or permutation matrix and 
hence for any g G N. It remains to consider a g = a(u) G t/"a,-a(a;) f°r some root 
a G 3>. Then the right hand side simplifies to cj(1 — uE^q)) = uu^^gq)) — o;(Sa(g)). 
According to [ST] Cor. 4 this is equal to Oi(r{gq)) — a(r(q)) = a(x) — a(x) = 0. • 
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This allows us to define, for any point q G X, a continuous semi-norm jq on Qd(X) 

by 

7g := Igq ° 9 
where p G G is chosen in such a way that r(gq) G A. Moreover, for any chamber A 
in X, we put 

7A := inf "y„. 
r(g)€A° 

Since r-1(A) is an affinoid ([ST] Prop. 13) this is a continuous semi-norm. To see 
that it actually is a norm let us look at the case of the standard chamber C. Let 
r) = F - (ïBŒd_ A • • * A dSao G fld(X). Since F\U° is bounded we have the expansion 

F\U° = 

xd+ doaq x 

a(/i)S„ 

with a(fi) G K and {u(a(fi)) — bounded below. Since the restriction map 
ftd(X) —> Qd(U°) is injective we have the norm 

vc(v) := inf{u)(a(u)) - 1(a)} = inf. u(F(q)) 
x + 1 

on £2d(X). 

Lemma 1.2. — uc < lc — uc + 1 

Proof. — Let 77 := F • dECCd_1 A • • • A dHao. The identity 

d^^a-I A • • • A dEao = i S - ^ - c ^ c E ^ A • • • A dE/3d_1 

together with [ST] Cor. 4 implies 

7g(r?) = + u;(S-0_ad(g)) + /?(*) = u(F(q)) - ad{z) 

for r(q) = z G C . Because of —1 < a<i\C < 0 we obtain 

« < 7 ^ ) < « ) + l 

for any q G U°. It remains to recall that ljc(W) — m^ w(F(q)). 
qeu° 

This shows that all the 7A are continuous norms on Qd(X). In fact the family of 
norms {7A} A defines the Frechet topology of Qd(X). In order to see this it suffices to 
check that the additively written spectral norm ua for the affinoid r-1(A) satisfies 

LJA(F) = inf V(F(q)) for F G O(X). 
r(q)eA° 

Let XB denote Berkovich's version of the rigid analytic variety X. Each point q GXB 
gives rise to the multiplicative semi-norm F »—> cj(F(q)) on 0(X). If one fixes F G 
0(X) then the function q »—• u(F(q)) is continuous on XB- We need the following 
facts from [Be2]: 

— The reduction map r : X —• X extends naturally to a continuous map TB ' 
XB —• X. 
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— The map TB has a natural continuous section SB : X —* XB such that F i—• 
CJ(F(SB(Z))), for z € r(X), is the spectral norm u;r-i(z) for the affinoid r~1{z). 

In particular, for a fixed F e 0{X), the map z <—f UJ(F(SB(Z))) is continuous on X. 
Since r(X) is dense in X it follows that 

inf Lu(F(q)) = 
z€r(X)nA° 

inf o^-i/^CF) = inf LUr-i^\(F) 
z€r(X)nA° z€r(X)nA° 

= inf u(F(q)) = UJA(F). 
r(q)GA 

Lemma 1.3. — The G-action G x Qd(X) —» fJd(X) ¿5 continuous. 

Proof. — Clearly each individual element g 6 G induces a continuous automorphism 
of Qd(X). As a Prechet space Qd(X) is barrelled ([Tie] Thm. 3.15). Hence the Banach-
Steinhaus theorem ([Tie] Thm. 4.1) holds for Qd(X) and we only have to check that 
the maps 

G —> Qd(X) for ir)eftd(X) 

9 1—• 9V 
are continuous (compare the reasoning in [War] p. 219). By the universal property 
of the projective limit topology this is a consequence of the much stronger local 
analyticity property which we will establish in Prop. 1' of the next section. • 

Proposition 1.4. -— 0(X) is reflexive and its strong dual 0(X)' is the locally convex 
inductive limit 

0(Xy =limO(Xny 
n 

of the dual Banach spaces 0(Xny. 

The proof is based on the following concepts. 

Definition. — A homomorphism if) : A —• B between K-Banach spaces is called 
compact if the image under ip of the unit ball { / G A : \f\A ^ 1} in A is relatively 
compact in B. 

We want to give a general criterion for a homomorphism of affinoid K-algebras to 
be compact. Recall that an affinoid If-algebra A is a Banach algebra with respect to 
the residue norm | |a induced by a presentation 

a :K(Tu...JTrn) ^ A 

as a quotient of a Tate algebra. All these norms | |a are equivalent. 

Definition ([Ber] 2.5.1). — A homomorphism tf> : A —> B of affinoid K-algebras is 
called inner if there is a presentation a : K(Ti,..., Tm) —H> A such that 

w£{u(i/;a(Ti)(y)) : y e Sp(B), 1 < i < m} > 0. 

Lemma 1.5. — Any inner homomorphism ip : A —> B of affinoid K-algebras is com
pact. 
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Proof. — First of all we note that if the assertion holds for one residue norm on 
A then it holds for all of them. If ip is inner we find, according to [Ber] 2.5.2, a 
presentation a : K(T\,...,Tm) —M> A such that 

mi{cu^a(Ti)(y)) : y e Sp(i3), 1 < i < m} > 1. 
This means that we actually have a commutative diagram of affinoid If-algebras 

K(Tu...,Tm) % ^ ( T T - 1 ^ , . . . , ^ - 1 ^ ) 

a 

A-
1> 

b 
where % is the obvious inclusion of Tate algebras. Since the valuation of K is dis
crete the unit ball in K(T±,..., Tm) (with respect to the Gauss norm) is mapped 
surjectively, by a, onto the unit ball in A (with respect to | |a). Hence it suffices 
to prove that the inner monomorphism i is compact. But this is a straightforward 
generalization of the argument in the proof of [Mol] 3.5. • 

Proof of Proposition 4- — In the proof of [SS] § 1 Prop. 4 the following two facts are 
established: 

— The restriction maps (9(Xn+i) —+ 0(Xn) are inner; 
— Xn is a Weierstrafi domain in Xn+i for each n. 
The second fact implies that the restriction map 0(Xn+i) —» 0(Xn) has a dense 

image. It then follows from Mittag-Leffler ([B-TG3] II §3.5 Thm. 1) that the re
striction maps 0(X) —> 0(Xn) have dense images. Using Lemma 5 we see that the 
assumptions in [Mol] 3.3(i) and 3.4(i) are satisfied for the sequence of Banach spaces 
0(Xn). Our assertion results. 

Of course then also Qd(X) is reflexive with Qd(X)' = lim Qd(Xn);. • 

2. Qd(X) as a locally analytic G-representation 

In this section, we study the G-action on Qd(X) and investigate in which sense it is 
locally analytic. Using this property of the G-action, we construct a continuous map 
/ from Qd(Xy to the space of locally analytic K-valued functions on G. It follows 
from the construction of this map that its image consists of functions annihilated by 
a certain ideal a in the algebra of punctual distributions on G. In particular, this 
means that functions in the image of / satisfy both discrete relations (meaning that 
their values at certain related points of G cannot be independently specified) and 
differential equations. We will study these relations in more detail in later sections. 

We will use the notion of a locally analytic map from a locally if-analytic manifold 
into a Hausdorff locally convex K-vector space as it is defined in [B-VAR] 5.3.1. But 
we add the attribute "locally" in order to make clearer the distinction from rigid 
analytic objects. 
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Proposition 2.1. — For any r) G Qd(X) and any A G Qd(X)' the function g »—• \(g*rj) 
on G is locally analytic. 

Since, by Prop. 1.4, A comes from a continuous linear form on some Qd(Xn) this is 
an immediate consequence of the following apparently stronger fact. 

Proposition 2.1— Whenever Qd(X) is equipped with the coarser topology coming 
from the spectral norm on Xn for some fixed but arbitrary n G N then the map g h-» g*r), 
for any 7] G Qd(X), is locally analytic. 

Proof — For the moment being we fix a natural number n G N. In the algebraic, 
and hence rigid analytic, If-group GLd+i we have the open if-affinoid subgroup 

Hn := {h G GLd+1(oCp) : h = g mod 7rn+1 for some g G GLd+1(o)} 

which contains the open if-affinoid subgroup 

Dn : = l + 7Tn+1Md+1(oCp); 

here o, resp. ocp, denotes the ring of integers in K, resp. Cp. As a rigid variety over 
K the latter group Dn is a polydisk of dimension r := (d + l)2. Since Hn preserves 
the if-affinoid subdomain Xn of Pd the algebraic action of GLd+i on Pd restricts to 
a rigid analytic action m : Hn x Xn —> Xn which corresponds to a homomorphism of 
if-affinoid algebras 

0(Xn) 0(Hn x Xn) = 0(Hn)êO(Xn) 

F I—> m*F. 

For any h G Hn we clearly have 

[(evaluation in h) 0 id] o m*F = hF . 

For a fixed a G GL^i fo ) we consider the rigid analytic "chart" 

lg I Dn > Hn 
h I • qh 

Fixing coordinates T\,..., Tr on the polydisk Dn we have 

0(Dn)êO(Xn) 9è 0(Xn)<Ti,. . . , Tr). 

The power series 

TqiTu ..., Tr) := (%l 0 id)m*F G 0(Xn)(Tu ..., Tr) 

has the property that ghF — TgiT^h),..., Tr(h)) for any h G Dn. This shows that, 
for any F G (9(Xn), the map 

GLd^(o) 0(Xn) 
9 gF 

is locally analytic. 
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This construction varies in an obvious way with the natural number n. In particular 
if we start with a function F G 0(X) C 0(Xn) then the coefficients of the power series 
Tg also lie in 0(X). It follows that actually, for any F G 0(X), the map 

GLd+1(o) —• 0(X) 
g — gF 

is locally analytic provided the right hand side is equipped with the sup-norm on Xn 
for a fixed but arbitrary n G N. Since F was arbitrary and GLd+i(o) is open in G 
the full map 

G —• 0{X) 
g gF 

has to have the same local analyticity property. 
This kind of reasoning extends readily to any GLd+i-equivariant algebraic vector 

bundle V on Pd. Then the space of rigid analytic sections V(X) is a Prechet space as 
before on which G acts continuously and such that the maps 

G —• V(X) 
9 1—• gs 

for any s G V(X) have the analogous local analyticity property. The reason is that 
the algebraic action induces a rigid analytic action 

Hn x V/Xn —+ V/Xn 

which is compatible with the action of Hn on Xn via m. But this amounts to the 
existence of a vector bundle isomorphism 

™*(V/xJ pr*2(y/xj 
satisfying a certain cocycle condition (compare [Mum] 1.3); here h x X Hn x xXnbf d-
is the projection map. Hence similarly as above the ifn-action on the sections V(Xn) 
is given by a homomorphism 

V(Xn) — m*(V/Xn)(Hn x Xn) pr$(V/Xn)(Hn x Xn) = 0(Xn)§V(Xn) . 

The rest of the argument then is the same as above. • 

That result has two important consequences for our further investigation. In the 
first place it allows us to introduce the basic map for our computation of the dual 
space Qd(X)f. Let 

Can(G, K) := space of locally if-analytic functions on G. 

We always consider this space as the locally convex inductive limit 

Can(G,K) = Inn C%n(G,K). 
u 
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Here U = {Ui}iei is a disjoint covering of the locally iîf-analytic manifold G by closed 
balls (in the sense of charts) and 

G£n(G, K) := {/ € Can(G, K) : f\Ui is analytic for any i G 1} 

is the direct product of the Banach spaces of analytic functions on each Ui (where the 
Banach norm is the spectral norm on Ui). The group G acts by left translations on 
Gan(G, K) . 

Lemma2.2. — The G-action G x Can(G,K) —• Can(G,K) is continuous. 

Proof. — Clearly, each group element g € G acts continuously on Gan(G, K). Being 
the locally convex inductive limit of a direct product of Banach spaces, Gan(G, K) is 
barrelled. Hence it suffices (as in the proof of Lemma 1.3) to check that the maps 

G —• Gan(G, K) for / e Gan(G, K) 

g •—• gf 
are continuous. But those maps actually are differentiable ([Fea] 3.3.4). 

In all that follows, the d-form 

sd 
dEf30 A • • • A dEf3d_1 

Çld(X) = 0(X) 
on X is the basic object. Because of Prop. 1 we have the G-equivariant map 

I:Qd(Xy • Gan(G, K) 

X ,—, lfl"-^A(^Ç)J-

Lemma 2.3. — The map I is continuous. 

Proof. — Since fld(Xy is the locally convex inductive limit of the Banach spaces 
Qd(Xny it suffices to establish the corresponding fact for Qd(Xri). In the proof of 
Prop. 1' we have seen that the map 

G —• £ld (Xn) 

g 1—• g*€ 

is analytic on the right cosets of G D Dn in G. We obtain that, for A € Qd(Xn)r, the 
function g »—• A(#*£) lies in G^n(G, K) with U := {(GD Dn)g}g€a and that on a fixed 
coset (G n Dn)g the spectral norms satisfy the inequality 

l|A(..OII < l|A|H|..£||. • 

We also have the right translation action of G on Gan(G, K) which we write as 

Sgf(h) = f(hg). 

In addition we have the action of the Lie algebra g of G by left invariant differential 
operators; for any pGfl the corresponding operator on Gan(G, K) is given by 

(tf)(g) := 
d 
df 

'(0exp(*jc))|t=o; 
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here exp : 0 > G denotes the exponential map which is defined locally around 
0. This extends by the universal property to a left action of the universal enveloping 
algebra U(g) on C*n(G,K). For any / G Gan(G,lf), any g G G, and any j: G g 
sufficiently close to 0 (depending on g) we have Taylor's formula 

f(gexp(t)) = 
oo 

sdv 

d1 

id 
;(tnf)(9) 

(compare, for example, the proof in [Hel] II. 1.4 which goes through word for word for 
p-adic Lie groups). We actually find for any h G G a neighbourhood iVo of h in G and 
a neighbourhood n of 0 in 9 such that the above formula holds for all (#, y) G iV0 x n. 

The right translation action of G and the [/(g)-action on Gan(G, K) combine into 
an action of the algebra T>{G) of punctual distributions on G ([B-GAL] III § 3.1). Any 
D G T>{G) can be written in a unique way as a finite sum D = $iS9l H \-$r8gr with 
h £ U(Q) and gi G G, 5P denoting the Dirac distribution supported at g G G. Then 
one has Df = £)3i(/(.flfi)) for / G Gan(G, if); observe that 

SMf)) = (ad(p)3)(^(/)). 

This D(G)-action commutes with the left translation action of G on Gan(G, iiT). More
over X>(G) acts by continuous endomorphisms on Gan(G, K); this is again a simple 
application of the Banach-Steinhaus theorem (compare [Fea] 3.1.2). 

The second consequence of Prop. 1' is that the map g t—» g+r] from G into Qd(X) 
is differentiate ([B-VAR] 1.1.2) for any 77 G Qd(X). It follows that g and hence U(g) 
act on Qd(X) from the left by 

P7 •= 
d 

dv 
exp(ty)*77|t=0. 

Obviously the G-action and the U(g)-action again combine into a left £>(G)-action by 
continuous endomorphisms on ttd(X). Note that Qd(X) as a Frechet space is barrelled, 
too. We define now 

a := {D G V{G) : DC = 0} 

to be the annihilator ideal of £ in X>(G); it is a left ideal. On the other hand 

Gan(G,if)o=0 := {/ € Gan(G,if) : af = 0} 

then is a G-invariant closed subspace of Gan(G, K). The formula 

[£>(/(A))](#) - A(s.(D0) for D G P(G), A G Qd(X); and g G G 

implies that that subspace contains the image of the map / , i.e., that / induces a 
G-equivariant continuous linear map 

Qd(Xy —>Gan(G,iOa=0. 
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3. The kernel map 

In the previous section we constructed a map i" from Qd(Xy to a certain space of 
locally analytic functions on G. We see this map as a "boundary value" map, but this 
interpretation needs clarification. In particular, the results of [SS] and [ST] suggest 
that a more natural "boundary" for the symmetric space X is the compact space G/P. 
In this section, we study a different boundary value map IQ, which carries Q,d(X)' to 
(a quotient of) a space of functions on G/P. Our objective is to relate IQ to / . The 
major complications come from the fact that the image of IQ does not consist of 
locally analytic functions, a phenomenon essentially due to the fact that the kernel 
function on G/P studied in [ST] is locally analytic on the big cell with continuous, 
not locally analytic, extension to G/P. We relate I0 to / using a "symmetrization 
map," due to Borel and Serre, which carries functions on G/P into functions on G, 
together with a theory of "analytic vectors" in a continuous G-representation. One 
crucial consequence of our work in this section is the fact that the integral transform 
I0 (and / ) is injective. 

Recall the definition, in [ST] Def. 27, of the integral kernel function k(g,q) on 
G/P x X. This function is given by 

k(g,.) = 
br 

о 

1d 
*S/30 ' * *S/3d-i 

if g = UgWd+iP is in the big cell, 

otherwise. 

Here we rather want to consider the map 
k : G/P Qd(X) 

9 k(g,.)dEp0 A • • • A dE*pd_1. 
Since the numerator of the form £ is invariant under lower triangular unipotent ma
trices (compare the formula after Def. 28 in [ST]) we can rewrite our new map as 

k(<7) = 
{ug)*£ if g = UgWd+iP is in the big cell, 

0 otherwise 

Proposition 3.1. — The map k is continuous and vanishes outside the big cell. More
over whenever Qd(X) is equipped with the coarser topology coming from the spectral 
norm on Xn for some fixed but arbitrary n E N then k is locally analytic on the big 
cell. 

Proof. — The vanishing assertion holds by definition. The assertion about local an-
alyticity of course is a consequence of Prop. 2.1'. But we will give another argument 
which actually produces explicitly the local series expansions. This will be needed in 
the subsequent considerations. 

Let U denote the unipotent radical of P. According to [ST] Lemma 12 the sets 
B(ti,r) = uwd+\trBP/P, for a fixed u G J7, t the diagonal matrix with entries 
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(7rd,..., 7T, 1), and varying r G N, form a fundamental system of open neighbourhoods 
of the point uwd+iP/P in the big cell. One easily checks that 

D{u,r) := {v eU : vwd+1P/P G B(<u,r)} 
is a polydisk in the affine space U. Hence the maps 

D(u,r) B(^ , r ) Ç big cell 
V I — • VWd+xP/P 

constitute an atlas for the big cell as a locally analytic manifold. Fix n G N. We have 
to show that given a u G U we find an r G N such that the map 

D(u,r) —• nd(X) 
v \—> k(vwd+i) 

is analytic with respect to the coarser topology on the right hand side corresponding 
to n. Recall that this amounts to the following ([B-VAR]). Let Vji for 0 < i < j < d 
denote the matrix entries of the matrix v G U. Moreover we use the usual abbreviation 

(v - u)^ := 
0<i<j<d 

(Vji IL i i) j4 

for any multi-index m = (mio , . . . ,rridd-i) ^ ^(d+1^/2. We have to find an r G N 
such that there is a power series expansion 

k{vwd+uq) = 
m 

(v-u)^-Fm(q) 

with Fjn G 0(X) which is uniformly convergent on D(u,r) x Xn. From now on we fix 
u G U. We choose r G N such that 

(jj(va — Uni) > 2n for all v G D(u, r) and 0 < i < j < d. 
We write 

k{ywd+uq) = 
d-l 

i=0 « 

1 
fi(v,q) 

where 

fi(v,q) := 
d-i 

j=i 
aji(v)Eßj(q) + adi(v) 

with 

aji(v) := 
Vji for j > z, 
1 for j = i. 

We also write 

fi(v,q) = fi(u,q) + 
d-i 

X + 4 
bji(v)3ßj(q) + bdi(v) 

with 
bji(v) := dji(v) — Uji = Vji — Uji. 
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Observe that 
w(bji(.)) > 2n on D(u,r). 

As was already discussed in the proof of [ST] Prop. 47 we have 

uj(fi(u,q)) < n for q G Xn, and 

sd 
d-l 

fi(u,q 
bji(v)Ef3j(q)-hbdi(v) > n for (v, q) G D(u, r) x Xn. 

Consequently 

1 
fi(v,q) 

dd 1 
fi(u,q) m>0 

fi(u,q 

d-l 

j=t+l 
bji(v)S^(q) + bdi(v) 

fi(u,q) 

m 

is an expansion into a series uniformly convergent on D(u,r) x Xn. We rewrite this 
as 

1d 
fi{v,Q) 

sdv 
mi+n,...,mdi>0 

Cm(i) ̂ m i + H \-md-iifid-i 
fi(ll, q)1+™>i+n + '••+rndi i<j<d 

{Vji Uji) j% 

where m(i) := (m^+ii, • • •, rridi) and the cm(i) are certain nonzero integer coefficients. 
By multiplying together we obtain the expansion 

(*) k{vwd+uq) = 
m 

k{vwd+uq 
fo(u,д)'оШ ••• /d_i(«,g)»*-i(m) 

(v - uW 

which is uniformly convergent on D{u,r) x Xn; here we have set 

/i(m) := mio/?i + (m2o + rn2i)(32 H h (md-io H h md-id-2)Pd-i 
if d > 1, resp. //(m) := 0 if d = 1, and 

SzGlO := 1 +m 1 kd H 1- rrtdi for 0 < i < d — 1; 
again the cm are appropriate nonzero integer coefficients. This establishes the asserted 
local analyticity on the big cell. It follows immediately that k is continuous on the 
big cell (with respect to the original Frechet topology on Qd(X)). It therefore remains 
to prove, for all n G N, the continuity of k viewed as a map from G into 0(Xn) in all 
points outside the big cell. But this is the content of [ST] Lemma 45. • 

Corollary 3.2. — The function A o k : G/P —• K, for any continuous linear form A 
on Qd(X), is continuousj vanishes outside the big cell, and is locally analytic on the 
big cell. 

Proof. — The continuity and the vanishing are immediately clear. The local analyt
icity follows by using [B-VAR] 4.2.3 and by observing that, according to Prop. 1.4, A 
comes from a continuous linear form on some Qd(Xn). • 

Proposition 3.3. — The image o /k generates Q,d(X) as a topological K-vector space. 
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Proof. — We first consider the map k : G —• 0(X). Let K C 0(X) be the vector 
subspace generated by the image of k and let K denote its closure. The formula (*) in 
the proof of Proposition 1 for the matrix u = 1 says that, given the natural number 
n G N, we find an r G N such that the expansion 

k{vwd+1,q) = 

m 
(.Wd+i, •) : .D(l,r) d+ os + os 

fi(u,q szlsl (v - I P 

holds uniformly for (v, q) G D(l,r) x Xn. The coefficients of this expansion up to 
a constant are the value at u = 1 of iterated partial derivatives of the function 
k(.Wd+i, •) : .D(l,r) —> K, (momentarily viewed in 0(Xn)). Since increasing n just 
means decreasing r it follows that all the functions with /x = u(m) — so(m)(3o — 
• • • — s H-A (m)/3^_i lie in /C. This includes, for those m for which only the mi+u may 
be nonzero, all the functions 

mo rZ:md_2 

^1+mo r-,l+md_i ss —<mn 
-oco 

sd 
rZ:md_ rZ:md_ 

1 
ss 

with m o , . . . , rrid-i > 0. 

Passing now to cf-forms we therefore know that the closed X-vector subspace Q of 
Qd(X) generated by the image of k contains all forms £M£ where JJL = raoo:o H- • • • + 
rrid-\OLd-i with mo, • . . , rrid-i > 0. As a consequence of [ST] Cor. 40 the subspace 
ft is G-invariant. By applying Weyl group elements w and noting that w*£ = ±£ we 
obtain H ^ , for any \i G X*(T), in fi. Using the G-invariance of Q again we then have 
the subset 

{u*(£M<£) : u G X*(T),u G ¡7} = { ( ^ H J d S ^ A - • - A d S ^ , : /x G X*(T),u G U} Ç 

According to the partial fraction expansion argument in [GV] Thm. 21 the u^'E^K-
linearly span all rational functions of S/30,..., whose denominator is a product 
of polynomials of degree 1. Moreover the proof of § 1 Prop. 4 in [SS] shows that those 
latter functions are dense in 0(X). It follows that ft = Q,d(X). • 

Put 

C(G/P,K) := space of continuous K-valued functions on G/P; 

it is a Banach space with respect to the supremum norm on which G acts continuously 
by left translations. The subspace 

CinJG/P,K) := 

s 

C(G/PS,K)QC(G/P,K) 

is closed; actually one has the topological direct sum decomposition 

G(G/P, K) = Ginv(G/P, K) 0 C0(Pwd+iP/P, K) 

where the second summand on the right hand side is the space of K-valued continuous 
functions vanishing at infinity on the big cell ([BS] §3). We recall that a continuous 
function on a locally compact space Y is said to vanish at infinity if its extension 
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by zero to the one-point compactiflcation of Y is continuous. We equip the quotient 
space C(G/P,K)/dnv(G/P,K) with the quotient topology. By Proposition 1 the 
map 

rZ:md_ds C(G/P,K) 
A [g ~ A(k(5))] 

is well defined; by [ST] Cor. 30 it is P-equivariant. Moreover it follows from [ST] 
Prop. 29.3 and the Bruhat decomposition that the induced map 

J 0 : Qd(Xy — C(G/P,K)/Cinv(G/P,K) 

is G-equi variant. 

Lemma 3.4. — The maps I'0 and I0 are continuous. 

Proof. — We only need to discuss the map If0. Because of Prop. 1.4 we have to check 
that, for each n G N, the map 

D(Xn)' — C(G/P,K) 
A ^ \9»Mk(gt.))\ 

is continuous. The norm of A is equal to 

ci := inîtu(X(F)) : F G OfXJ , inf u(F(a)) > 0>. 

On the other hand the norm of the image of À under the above map is equal to 

Co := inf v(\(k(g,.))) = inf a;(A(fc(utud+i, •))) 
geG 

where U denotes, as before, the unipotent radical of P. But we have 
inf u(k(uwd4-i,Q)) > —dn 
u€U 

(compare the proof of [ST] Prop. 47). It follows that C2 > c\ — dn. 

Lemma 3.5. — The maps Ir0 and I0 are infective. 

Proof. — For IrQ this is an immediate consequence of Prop. 3. According to Cor. 2 
the image of Ir0 is contained in C0{Pwd+iP/P,K) which is complementary to 
Cjnv(G/P, K). Hence IQ is injective, too. • 

In order to see the relation between IQ and the map I in the previous section we 
first recall part of the content of [BS] § 3: 

Fact 1. — The "symmetrization" 

(Xô)(a) := 
dd+ 4 

nf u(k(uwd4-i,Q)) > — 

induces a G-equivariant injective map 

C(G/P,K)/Cinv(G/P,K) E C(G,K). 
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Here and in the following we let C(Y,K), resp. C0(Y, K), denote, for any locally 
compact space Y, the if-vector space of X-valued continuous functions, resp. of K-
valued continuous functions vanishing at infinity, on Y; the second space is a Banach 
space with respect to the supremum norm. 
We also let 

C{G,K) 

qd 

res C(U,K) 
4>\U 

and 
C0 (¡7, C(G/P,K)/Cinv(G/P,K) 

qdv <t>#{g) := 
4>{u) if g = uwd+xp G Uwd+1P, 

0 otherwise . 

Fact 2. — # is an isomorphism whose inverse is resoS. 

It follows in particular that # is an isometry. 
Consider now the diagram 

Can(G,K) 
ç 

C(G,K) 

I S 

nd(xy 
Io C{G/P,K)/C^{G/P,K) 

in which all maps are G-equivariant and injective. We claim that the diagram is 
commutative; for that it suffices to prove the identity 

(**) qspo +dù^d 
wew 

( j+ 1) ^ ^ UgWWd+1^. 

From Prop. 1 we know that each summand on the right hand side is a continuous 
function in g G G (where ugw^ := 0 if gw is not in the big cell). Hence it suffices 
to check the identity for g in the dense open subset f]weW Pwd+iPw. On the other 
hand it is an identity between logarithmic d-forms which can be checked after having 
applied the G-equivariant map "dis" into distributions on G /P ; according to [ST] 
Remark on top of p. 423 the left hand side becomes 

wew 
C{G/P,K)/C^{G 

wew 

C{G/P,K)/C^{G/P,K) 

whereas the right hand side becomes 

wew 
wew 

vew 
( 1)*^ 8ugwWd+1v — 

wew 
(-l)£(w) . 

vew 
( 1) ^ ^ àugvjWd+xV 

The image of "dis" actually consists of linear forms on the Steinberg representation 
(see [ST]) and so any identity in that image can be checked by evaluation on locally 
constant and compactly supported functions on the big cell. But for those, all terms 
on the right hand side with v ^ 1 obviously vanish. 
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We view the above diagram as saying that any locally analytic function in the 
image of / is the symmetrization of a continuous "boundary value function" on G/P. 
In order to make this more precise we first have to discuss the concept of an "analytic 
vector". Let V be a K-Banach space on which G acts continuously (by which we 
always mean that the map G x V —> V describing the action is continuous). As in 
the case V = K we have the Hausdorff locally convex vector space Gan(G, V) of all 
V-valued locally K-analytic functions on G (apart from replacing K by V everywhere 
the definition is literally the same). It is barrelled, so that the same argument as in 
the proof of Lemma 2.2 shows that the left translation action of G on Gan(G, V) is 
continuous. 

Definition. — A vector v G V is called analytic if the V-valued function g i—• gv on 
G is locally analytic. 

We denote by 14n the vector subspace of all analytic vectors in V. It is clearly 
G-invariant. Moreover the G-equivariant linear map 

Van — Gan(G,V) 
v 1—> [g g^v] 

is injective. We always equip Van with the subspace topology with respect to this 
embedding. (Warning: That topology in general is finer than the topology which the 
Banach norm of V would induce on Van. Evaluating a function at 1 G G defines a 
continuous map Gan(G, V) —• V.) Of course the G-action on Van is continuous. By 
functoriality any G-equivariant continuous linear map L : V —• V between Banach 
spaces with continuous G-action induces a G-equivariant continuous linear map Lan : 
Fan —> Van- A useful technical observation is that the locally convex vector space Van 
does not change if we pass to an open subgroup H C G. First of all it follows from 
the continuity of the G-action on V that the function g t—> g~xv is locally analytic on 
G if and only if its restriction to H is locally analytic. Fixing a set of representatives 
R for the cosets in H \ G we have the isomorphism of locally convex vector spaces 

Gan(G, V) = 
ddv 

Can(Hg,V) 

([Fea] 2.2.4). Hence the embedding Van ^ Can(G,V) coincides with the composite 
of the embedding V&n Gan(if, V) and the "diagonal embedding" 

Gan(i7, V) 
g€R 

Can(Hq<V) 

f (g-'ifi.g-1)))^ 
Remark 3.6. — Van is closed in Gan(G, V). 

Proof. — Let (vi)iEj be a Cauchy net in Van which in Can(G,V) converges to the 
function / . By evaluating at h G G we see that the net (h~1Vi)iei converges to f(h) 
in V. Put v := / (1) . Since h is a continuous endomorphism of V it follows on the 
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other hand that (h 1Vi)i^j converges to h xv. Hence f{h) = h xv which means that 
/ comes from v G V&n. • 

Lemma 3.7. — / / each vector in V is analytic then Van = V as topological vector 
spaces. 

Proof. — We have to show that the map 

V —• Can(G,V) 
v i—• [g g~1v] 

is continuous. According to our earlier discussion we are allowed to replace G by 
whatever open subgroup H is convenient. By [Fea] 3.1.9 our assumption implies that 
the G-action on V defines a homomorphism of Lie groups p : G —» Gli(V) (with the 
operator norm topology on the right hand side). On a sufficiently small compact open 
subgroup H C G this homomorphism is given by a power series 

p(a) = An • x{g)~ for g e H 
n 

which is convergent in the operator norm topology on End j^y) ; here x is a vector of 
coordinate functions from H onto some poly disk of radius 1, the n are corresponding 
multi-indices, and the lie in End^(Vr). In particular the operator norm of the An 
is bounded above by some constant c > 0. If we insert a fixed vector v G V into this 
power series then we obtain the expansion 

gv = 

n 
4 W • &(Q)-

as a function of g £ H and the spectral norm of the right hand side is bounded above 
b y c | M | . • 

Proposition 3.8. — The map I0 induces a G-equivariant infective continuous linear 
map 

QdÇXy _ > [C(G/P,K)/Cinv(G/P,^)]an. 

Proof — For the purposes of this proof we use the abbreviation V := C(G/P,K)/ 
Cinv(G/P, K). We have to show that the image of I0 is contained in Van and that the 
induced map into V̂ n is continuous. As before it suffices to discuss the corresponding 
map Qd(Xny —> Van for a fixed but arbitrary n G N. Both spaces, V as well as 
^d(Xn)\ are Banach spaces with an action of the group GL^+i(o); the map between 
them induced by IQ is equivariant and continuous by Lemma 4. Since GLd+i{o) is 
open in G it can be used, by the above observation, instead of G to compute the locally 
convex vector space 14n. If we show that GLd+i{o) acts continuously on Qd(Xny then 
IQ certainly induces a continuous map [fid(Xn),]an —•> Van. What we therefore have to 
show in arlHitinn is that the identitv 

[nd(xn)%n = nd(xny 
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holds as topological vector spaces. 
We know already from the proof of Prop. 2.1' that every vector in Qd(Xn) is 

analytic. By [Fea] 3.1.9 this means that the GXd+i(o)-action on Qd(Xn) is given by 
a homomorphism of Lie groups 

GLd+1(o) —+ GL(Qd(Xn)) 

(recall that the right hand side carries the operator norm topology). Since passing to 
the adjoint linear map is a continuous linear map between Banach spaces it follows 
that also the GLd+i(o)-action on Ctd(Xny is given by a corresponding homomorphism 
of Lie groups. This means in particular that the latter action is continuous and that 
every vector in f£d(Xn)' is analytic. We therefore may apply the previous lemma. • 

Corollary 3.9. — The G-action G x Vtd(Xy —> Qd(Xy is continuous and, for any 
A G fid(Xy, the map g \—> g\ on G is locally analytic. 

Proof. — Since Qd(Xy is barrelled as a locally convex inductive limit of Banach 
spaces the first assertion follows from the second by the same argument which we 
have used already twice. In the proof of the previous proposition we have seen that 
each function g i—> gX is locally analytic on GLd+i(o). But this is sufficient for the 
full assertion. • 

Since G/P is compact we may view the symmetrization map as a map 

C(G/P,K)/Cim,(G/P,K) BC(G,K) 

into the Banach space BC{G, K) of bounded continuous functions on G. It is then 
an isometry as can be seen as follows. By its very definition E is norm decreasing. 
On the other hand <fi can be reconstructed from £</> by restriction to U followed by # 
which again is norm decreasing. Hence X must be norm preserving. 

We obtain the induced continuous injective map 

[C(G/P,K)/Cinv(G/P,K))an ^ BC(G,K)an. 
Since any / € BC{G, K)an is obtained from the locally analytic map g \—* g~xf 

by composition with the evaluation map at 1 € G and hence is locally analytic we 
see that BC{G, K)an in fact is contained in Can(G, K). We therefore can rewrite the 
commutative diagram which relates I0 and / in the form 

Qd(X)' 
Io • [C(G/P, K)/Cinv(G/P, K)]an 

I 
2xn 

Can(G, K). 

So far we have explained how to understand on G/P the fact that the functions in 
the image of / are locally analytic. But the latter also satisfy the differential equations 
from the ideal a in T>(G). How can those be viewed on G/P? 
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For any Banach space V the right translation action by G on Gan(G, V) induces a 
corresponding action of the algebra T>(G) by continuous endomorphisms. Any £ G 0 
acts via the usual formula 

(?/)(p) = | / (5exp( t? ) ) | t=o . 

(Compare [Fea] 3.3.4.) This clearly is functorial in V. If we now look at the case 
PG(G, if) we have two embeddings 

BC{G, if )an 

Gan(G, PG(G, if)) • Gan(G, if) 

which are connected through the map e which comes by functoriality from the map 
evi : BC(G,K) —• if evaluating a function at 1 G G. This latter map is V(G)-
equivariant. Hence, for any left ideal D C T>(G), we obtain the identity 

PG(G, if )an n Gan(G, if )D=0 

= BC(G, if )an H { / G Gan(G, BC(G, if)) : X>f C ker(e)}. 

Using the abbreviation F := G(G/P, if )/Cinv(G/P, if) we know from Prop. 8 that 
im(i0) C Van*, on the other hand im(7) C Gan(G, if )a==0. Those images correspond to 
each other under the map Ean. It follows that im(/0) is contained in the subspace 

Kna=° ~ Km n { / G Gan(G, V):afQ ker(a)} 

where a : Gan(G, V) —• Gan(G, if) is the map induced by evi oE : V —> if which sends 
4> G G(G/P, if) to ] C ™ e w / ( ~ ~ W e arrive at the following conclusion. 

Theorem 3.10. — We have the commutative diagram of infective continuous linear 
maps 

nd(X)' [C(G/P, K)/CiQV(G/P, K)]ir° 

E. 

Can(G, A") 
an 

a=0 

We think of io in this form as being "the" boundary value map. We point out that 
the ideal a contains the following Dirac distributions. For any g G G put W(g) := 
{tu G : gwwd+i G P u ^ + i P } and consider the element 

¿(9) E ( - 1 ) £ ( M ) ^ d + 1 
iw€W(p) 

in the algebra T>(G). By interpreting 5^ as the right translation action by h those 
elements act on G(G, if) and PG(G, if) . We claim that any function <j) in the image 
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of S satisfies 
Ma) = 

weW(g] 
(-L)£(w)<f>(UGWWD+1) for any G EG. 

We may write 4> — and then compute 

ivGW(g) 
( - l ) ^ ) ( S V # ) ( u „ + 1 ) = 

wGW(g) 
#(GWWD+1 

vew 
(-LY^ijj* (UGWWD+1VWD+1) 

dv 
weW(g) 

( - i ) i ( u , V ( v » i + 1 ) = 
wew 

( - I Y ^ # ( G W W D + 1 ) = (E^)G?) . 

Since E is G-equivariant the same identities hold for the functions <t>{h.) for any h G G. 
In other words any function (p in the image of E actually satisfies 

<5(#)0 — 0 f°r any # ^ 
The relation (**) established after Fact 2 implies that a contains the left ideal gener
ated by the 5(G) for G G G. 

4. The ideal b 

As we have learned, the integral transform / carries continuous linear forms on 
QD(X) to locally analytic functions on G. Functions in the image of this map are 
annihilated by an ideal a in the algebra of punctual distributions V ( G ) . This annihi
lation condition means that functions in the image of / satisfy a mixture of discrete 
relations and differential equations. 

In this section, we focus our attention on the differential equations satisfied by 
functions in the image of / . By this, we mean that we will study in detail the structure 
of the ideal b := anU(g). By definition, b is the annihilator ideal in U (g) of the special 
differential form £. We will describe a set of generators for b and use this to prove 
the fundamental result that the weight spaces in U(g)/b (under the adjoint action of 
the torus T) are one-dimensional. We will then analyze the left £/(g)-module U(g)/b, 
identifying a filtration of this module by submodules and exhibiting the subquotients 
of this filtration as certain explicit irreducible highest weight U(g)-modules. At the 
end of the section we prove some additional technical structural results which we will 
need later. 

The results in this section are fundamental preparation for the rest of the paper. 
We begin bv recalling; the decomposition 

и (в) = ®ßGX.(T)U(g)n 

of U(g) into the weight spaces U(g)^ with respect to the adjoint action of the torus T. 
For a root a = Si — Sj the weight space g^ is the 1-dimensional space generated by the 
element G g which corresponds to the matrix with a 1 in position (i,j) and zeros 
elsewhere; sometimes we also write Lij := La. Clearly a monomial L™1 * • • L^r e 
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U(g) has weight m\a,\ + • • • + mrar. The Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem says that 
once we have fixed a total ordering of the roots a any element in U(g)/U{g)g0 can be 
written in a unique way as a polynomial in the La. We will also need the filtration 
Un(g) ofU(g) by degree; we write deg(j) := n if 3 G C/n(fl)Wn-i(fl). 

The form £ is invariant under T. This implies that the ideal b is homogeneous and 
contains U(g)gQ. An elementary calculation shows that acts on Qd(X) by 

L0 (F) = s 
f 

vrd 
sdv x + 2d 

In particular we obtain La£ = —£a£. By iteration that formula implies that the ideal 
b contains the following relations: 

cancellation : LijLji for any indices i 7̂  j ^ /, 
sorting : LijLke — LuLkj for any distinct indices (i,j,k,l). 

Our goal is to show that the weight spaces of U(g)/b are 1-dimensional. For that we 
need to introduce one more notation. For a weight ¡x we put 

d(u) := 

rrii>0 

rrii 

where the rrii are the coefficients of /x in the linear combination 

¡1 = 
d 

i=0 
rriiSi. 

Lemma 4.1. — Let 3 G {/(0) &e a monomial in the La of weight fi; we then have: 

i. deg(a) > d(fjL); 
ii. write 3 = n*,j ̂ IjJ and put 

^(3) := {i : > 0 for some j} and B{$) := {j : riij > 0 for some i}; 

£/ien deg(3) = d(/j,) if and only if A($) and -6(3) are disjoint. 

Proof — (Recall that we have fixed a total ordering of the roots a.) Since 3 has 
weight ¡1 we must have 

u = 
sdv 

L0 (F) = os +dswx 

If on the other hand we write /¿ = \k mkek we see that 

(*) mk = 
j 

nkj -

sv 
nik. 

As a result of this expression it follows that mk < nkj, so that 

d(u) = 
mk>0 

2x ls 
k 3 

nkj = deg(3). 
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We suppose now that A(%) and B(i) are disjoint. Then (*) implies that mk is positive 
if and only if E A($) and for positive mk we must have 

mk = 
j 

,nkj-

Therefore 
d (dud = 

x +dlks 
mk == 

d (dud =diq 
, nkj = 

k,j 
nkj = deg(a). 

Conversely, we suppose that k € A(i) n B(i). Then mk • nkj. Therefore, if 
mk > 0, we obtain 

d (dud = 
mfc>0 

mkd< 

k j 
\nkj = deg(3). 

If rrik < 0 a similar argument, using the fact that d{ji) may be computed from the 
rrik with rrik < 0, gives the desired result. • 

Lemma 4.2. — Let 3 € U(g) be a nonzero polynomial in the La of weight ¡1; then 
the coset 3 + b contains a representative of weight JJL which is a linear combination of 
monomials in the La of degree d(/i). 

Proof — Among all elements of 3 4- bM which are polynomials in the La let £ be one 
of minimal degree. By the preceeding lemma the degree of £ is greater than or equal 
to d{ji). Let rj be a monomial in the La of degree deg(r.) which occurs with a nonzero 
coefficient in £. Assume that the sets A{xf) and B(t)) as defined in the preceeding 
lemma are not disjoint. Then there exist three indices i ^ j 7̂  I such that Lij and Lji 
each occur to nonzero powers in the monomial rj. By the commutation rules in U(g) 
we have 

t) G U(g)LijLji + Un-i(g) with n := deg(r-). 

Hence the cancellation relations imply that t) € b + t/n_i(g). This means that modulo 
b we may remove an appropriate scalar multiple of rj from £ and pick up only a 
polynomial of lower degree. But by our minimality assumption on deg(?) there has 
to be at least one such rj such that A(t)) and B(t)) are disjoint. The previous lemma 
then implies that = deg(rj) = deg(r-). If we express y as a linear combination 
of monomials in the La then each such monomial has weight ¡1 and hence, by the 
previous lemma again, degree > d(fx). • 

A monomial 

^¿0.70-^171 ' * ' Li j 

will be called sorted if io < — - < im and io < *' * < jm and if those two sequences do 
not overlap (i.e. no z/~ is a ji). For example, the monomial ^10^10^32-^32 is sorted 
with sequences 1,1,3,3, and 0,0,2,2 whereas the monomial L32L31 with sequences 3,3 
and 2,1 is not sorted. 
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Lemma 4.3. — Among all the monomials in the La of weight u there is exactly one, 
denoted by L^, which is sorted. 

Proof — The non-overlapping condition means that any sorted monomial must have 
degree d(fi). Write ¡1 = ^>2mk£k- Those k for which nik is positive must occur as 
the first index in some , and therefore (by the non-overlapping condition) can only 
occur as first indices. Similarly, those k for which rrik is negative can only occur as 
second indices. This determines the lists of first and second indices - for example, the 
list of first indices consists of precisely those k for which m& > 0, each repeated ra& 
times, listed in ascending order. Once these two lists are determined the corresponding 
monomial is determined. • 

Proposition 4.4. — Let 3 G !7(g) be a polynomial in the L& of weight ¡1; we then have 
3 + b = aLfa) + b for some a G K. 

Proof. — By Lemma 2 we may assume that 3 is a monomial of degree d(u). The sets 
A(%) and -6(3), as defined in Lemma 1, then are disjoint, and therefore the individual 
Lij which occur in 3 commute with one another. Consequently we may rearrange 
these L^ freely. Using this fact it is easy to see that we may use the sorting relations 
to transform 3 into L^y • 

Corollary 4.5. — The weight space (C/(g)/b)^ in the left U(g)-module U(#)/b, for any 
a G X*(T), has dimension one. 

Proof. — The preceeding proposition says that the weight space in question is gen
erated by the coset L^ + b. On the other hand an explicit computation shows that 
Lu E= e2c£M£ with some integer c > 0 and some sign e = ±1 (both depending on 
a); hence L^ £ b. • 

Later on it will be more convenient to use a renormalized L^y We let L^ denote 
the unique scalar multiple of L^ which has the property that LM£ = — 

Although we now have a completely explicit description of U(g)/b its structure as a 
0-module is not yet clear. For a root a — si — Sj and a weight /jl = Ylk mk£k G X*(T) 
our earlier formula implies 

O.LT, = (m, - l)LU+A mod bEX  

and hence 

(+) LO.LT, = (m, - l)LU+A mod b. 

If we put J(jll) := {0 < k < d : rrik > 0} then J{u) C J(a + a) provided rrij ^ 1. It 
follows that 

bj := b + 

JCJ(/a) 

qd sls K 

is, for any subset J C {0 , . . . , rf}, a left ideal in U(g). We have: 
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- &{o,...,d} = b and b0 = U($y> 
— bj Q bjf if and only if J' C J . 

For J 7̂  {0 , . . . , d} we set 
qm <<s: 

j a J' 

bj>. 

Moreover we introduce the descending filtration by left ideals 

U(g) = bo 2 bi 2 • • • 2 bd+1 = b 

defined by 
b, := 

#Jr>j 
bj. 

The subquotients of that filtration decompose as g-modules into 

b?/b7+i = e (bj + b7-+i)/b7-+i = e bj/b>. 
=xs =x x = l 

Our aim m the following therefore is to understand the g-modules bj/bj. A trivial 
case is 

bo/bi = b0/b>=K. 
We therefore assume, for the rest of this section, that J is a nonempty proper subset 
of {0 , . . . , d}. First of all we need the maximal parabolic subalgebra of g given by 

pj := all matrices in g with a zero entry 
in position for i G J and j £ J. 

It follows from the above formula (+) that the subalgebra pj leaves invariant the 
finite dimensional subspace 

Mj : = 
ueB(j) 

x kq1 

of bj/b^ where 

B( J) := set of all weights fi = Y2k mk£k such that 
J(/i) = J and rafc = 1 for k G J. 

Using again the formula (-f ) the subsequent facts are straightforward. The unipotent 
radical 

rij := all matrices with zero entries in 
position (z, j) with i £ J or j £ J 

of pj acts trivially on Mj . We have the Levi decomposition pj = ij + nj with 
Ij = ['(J) + i(J) where 

l'(J) := all matrices with zero entries in 
position with i and j not both in J 

and 
l(J) := all matrices with zero entries in 

position with 2 or j G J. 
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The structure of Mj as a module for the quotient pj/rij = ij is as follows: 

— The first factor l'(J) = acts on Mj through the trace character; 
— as a module for the second factor i(J) = gld+i-#j our Mj is isomorphic to the 

# J-th symmetric power of the contragredient of the standard representation of 
gld+i-#j on the (d + 1 — #J)-dimensional if-vector space. 

In particular, Mj is an irreducible pj/nj-module. The map 

U(g) ® Mj — bj/b> 
U(Pj) 

(j,ra) i—> im 

is surjective. In fact, b j / b j is an irreducible highest weight [/(g)-module: If we 
put v := (^2keJ£k) — #J ' £e for some fixed £ £ J , then one deduces from (+) that 
C/(0)-L/x+b, for any \x with J(/x) = J , contains L^-hb. For the subset J = { 0 , . . . , j — 1} 
the parabolic subalgebra p j is in standard form with respect to our choice of positive 
roots and the highest weight of bj/bj is £0 + • * * + — j * £j-

We finish this section by establishing several facts to be used later on about the 
relation between the left ideals bj and the subalgebras U(n~j) for 

n j : = transpose of n j . 

First of all, note that xij and hence each U(n~j) is commutative and ad([j)-invariant. 

Proposition 4.6 

i. U(xij)nb is the ideal in U(rij) generated by the sorting relations LijLke — L^Lkj 
for i,k G J and I £ J, 

ii. the cosets of the sorted monomials LM for J(/J>) Q J and J(—/x) f! J = 0 form a 
basis of U(tij)/U(xij) fib as a K-vector space; 

hi. C/(n+) flb> = *7(n+) n b; 
iv. (C/(n+) H b) • i(J) C b; 
v. !7(rij) H b is ad(l( J))-invariant. 

Proof. — i. Let 5 C C/(rij) denote the ideal generated by those sorting relations. 
Using the commutativity of U{xij) it is easy to see that any monomial in the in 
U(xij) can be transformed into a sorted monomial by relations in s. In particular 
any coset in U(rij) db/s has a representative which is a linear combination of sorted 
monomials. But we know that the sorted monomials are linearly independent modulo 
b. We therefore must have U(n~$) D b = s. 

ii. The argument just given also shows that the cosets of all sorted monomials 
contained in ?7(nj) form a basis of the quotient in question. But they are exactly 
those which we have listed in the assertion. 

iii. The sorted monomials listed in the assertion ii. are linearly independent modulo 
Bjd 
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iv. We have to check that iLrs G b for any of the sorting relations 3 = LijLm — 
LuLkj from i. and for any Lrs such that r, s £ J. If r ^ j , £ then 3£rs = Z/r53 G b. 
If r = £ then we may use the cancellation relations to obtain $Lrs = LijLk^Lia — 
LkjLi£Les G b. Similarly if r = j we have ^Lrs = LktLijLjS — LuLkjLjs G b. 

v. Because ad(y)(3) = ?3 = —3? it follows from iv. that ad(l(J))(E/(nj) D b) C b. 
But (7(ttj) is ad(t(J))-invariant. Hence U(rij) n b is ad([(J))-invariant, too. • 

We have Mj C b j / b ^ C t/(n+) + b>/b>. In fact G £/(n+) for /x G B( J ) . 
Let M j Ç C/(rij) denote the preimage of Mj under the projection map I7(ttj) > 
U{Q)/b>. 

Lemma 4 J 

i. M°-l(J)Qb>; 
ii. M°j and M°j H b j = D b are ad(I(J))-invariant; 

iii. ad(y)(j) = mod b j /or £ G l(J) and 3 G M^. 

Proof. — i. Because of Prop. 6 iii. and iv. it suffices to show that L^Lki G b j 
whenever /x G J5(J) and k,£ £ J. If k £ «/(—¿0 then L^Lm after sorting coincides 
up to a constant with some Lv such that J — J(fjb) C J(^) ; hence L^Lke G bj in this 

case. If k G J(—/2) then LM has a factor and since the factors of the monomial 
LM commute with one another we may use a cancellation relation to conclude that 
L^Lki G b. 

ii. Using Prop. 6 iii. and v. we are reduced to showing that ad(L^)(Z,At) G Mj 
whenever \x G B(J) and k,£ £ J. The monomial is of the form = c • fj Ẑ s* 

with Si £ J and some nonzero integer c. We have 

[Lk£, Li8i] = 
—Lu if k = Si, 

^0 if k ^ Si. 

Since ad(Zvfĉ ) is a derivation it follows that 

ad(£^)(L^) = - c -
iGJ Si =k 

La] 
vrd 

x dks 

which clearly lies in Mj. 
iii. This is an immediate consequence of the first assertion. • 

The last lemma shows that the structure of Mj as an [(J)-module is induced by 
the adjoint action of t(J) on Mj. Whenever convenient we will use all the notations 
introduced above also for the empty set J = 0; all the above assertions become 
trivially true in this case. 
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5. Local duality 

In this section, we study linear forms on the Banach space Qd(U°) of bounded 
differential forms on the admissible open set U° = r_1(C ) which is the inverse image 
of the open standard chamber in X under the reduction map. The restriction map 
gives a continuous injection from Qd(X) into this Banach space, and therefore linear 
forms on ni(U°) are also elements of Qd(X)'. 

Our first principal result of this section identifies ilf (U°) with the dual of the space 
O(B)b=0 of (globally) analytic functions on B which are annihilated by the ideal b 
studied in the preceeding section.The filtration which we introduced on U(g)/b then 
yields filtrations of O(B)b=0 and Qd(U°). Applying our analysis of the subquotients 
of the filtration on U(g)/b from the preceeding section, we describe each subquotient 
of the filtration on O(B)b=0 as a space of analytic vector-valued functions on the 
unipotent radical of a specific maximal parabolic subgroup in G satisfying certain 
explicit differential equations. 

Of fundamental importance to this analysis are the linear forms arising from the 
residue map on the standard chamber. 

The space £ld(U°) of bounded d-forms 77 on U° are those which have an expansion 

V = 
vex*{T) 

a(v)3lydEad_1 A • • • A dSao 

such that 
wc(v) :~ inf{(ju(a(v)) — £{y)} > —00. 

We may and will always view Qd(U°) as a Banach space with respect to the norm 
00c (compare [ST] Remark after Lemma 17). According to Lemma 1.2 the restriction 
map induces a continuous injective map Qd(X) —• Qd(U°). In [ST] Def. 19 we defined 
the residue of rj G Qd(U°) at the pointed chamber (C,0) by 

Res(c,o)V '•= a>(ad). 

It is then clear that, for any weight fj, G X*(T), 

V 1—> Res^0)2-^77 = a(ad + / 1 ) 

is a continuous linear form on ^td(U°) and a fortiori on Qd(X). Applying the map 1 
we obtain the locally analytic function 

U(9) := Res(^0)(E:_M • g+g) 

on G. We collect the basic properties of these functions. 

Property 1. — Under the adjoint action of B n T the function has weight —/x, i.e., 

U{t~xgt) = M*"1) • U(9) for g G G and t G B H T. 

This is straightforward from [ST] Lemma 20. 
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Property 2. — The restriction f^\B of to the Iwahori subgroup B C. G is analytic 
on B. 

First of all recall that B is a product of disks and annuli where the matrix entries 
gij of g G B can be used as coordinates (the diagonal entries correspond to the annuli). 
By construction as well as by the formula 

d S * ^ A A d~ao = (-l)^d+1)/2S_^_add^0 A -.. A dEf3d_: 

we have, for a fixed o G G , the expression 

(a) (^0|c/° = (-i)d(d+1)/2 

M€X*(T) 
G (g) = E 

in nd(U°). This is, of course, not a convergent expansion with respect to the norm 
we- But if we write g*£\U° = F(g)£\U° then the series 

F(g) = ( - 1 ) ^ + D / 2 

G (g) = E 
G (g) = E 

is uniformly convergent on each affinoid subdomain of U°. 
On the other hand a direct calculation shows that 

g*£ = det(g) 
d 

3=0 

1 
cgf 

dEp0 A ••• A dEf3d_1 

where 

G (gd) = E 
d-l 

2=0 
.9ij~Pi + 9d; 

Recall that U° is given by the inequalities 

u(So(q)) < • • • < u;(Ed(q)) < 1 + u(E0(q)). 

It follows that for g G B the term gjj^pj in the sum fj(g,q) is strictly larger in 
valuation than the other terms (we temporarily put (3d := 0). We therefore have, for 
g G B and q G the geometric series expansion 

1 

fj(9,q) 

1 

9i3-Pi m>0 

sv 

¿=0 

dv 

0# 
v6d 

m 

If we multiply those expansions together and compare the result to (a) we obtain the 
expansion 

(b) Uia) = 
det(p) 

goo - - - gdd x +d1 
Cm 

sv 

9i.i 
933 

niij 
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where the are certain nonzero integers (given as a sign times a product of polyno

mial coefficients) and 

:= set of all tuples m = (rrtij)^ consisting 
of integers > 0 such tha t 

noar0 H— • + n(i-\OLD D 

In order to see tha t this expansion actually is uniformly convergent in g G B let 

7r(m) := 
i<j 

rriij. 

It is clear t ha t if we fix ¡1 and an n > 0 then the number of m G I(fi) such tha t 
7r(m) = n is finite. But on the other hand, for g E 12, the matr ix entries gij for i < j 
are divisible by TT. Hence the valuation of the summand corresponding to the tuple 
m in the expansion (b) is at least 7r(m). 

Property 3. — The restriction of /M to B does not vanish identically. 

In order to see this we make a choice of simple roots a'0,..., ot'd_x with respect to 
which \x is positive, i.e., fi = noar0 H — • + n(i-\OL,D_1 with > 0. Consider the matr ix 
go E B which has a 1 on all diagonal positions, a 7r on the positions a'0,..., cxfd_1, and 
0 elsewhere. Then 

ffi(go) — c7rno+"H"nd-1 with some nonzero c E Z. 

Let CJJB denote the spectral norm on the affinoid algebra 0(B) of i f-analyt ic functions 
on B. We have to determine the precise value of UB(f^\B). 

Lemma 5.1. — For any m E 1(H) we have 7r(m) > £(fJ,). 

Proof. — Recall ([ST] p. 405) t ha t 

£(p) = - inf>(*)-
qsd +d1 

It follows tha t £(IJL + v) < £(p) + l(y) holds for any n,v E X*(T). Hence if [i = 

y^._z. rrinAei — £o) then we have 

G (g) = < 
vd 

rnij£(Ci £j). 

It therefore suffices to check tha t 

e(Si - ej) < 
1 if i < j , 

0 if i > j . 

But t ha t is obvious from the definition of the chamber C. 

Property 4. — We have the identity 

cüB(UB) = ем. 
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The norm UJB on O(B) is multiplicative and the first factor det(g) • (#00 * * * ddd)-1 
in the expansion (b) is a unit in O(B). It therefore follows from the lemma that 
WB(fn\B) > £(u) and that it suffices to find an ra G I(p) such that 

wx (dm s 
sv<1 

\rrtij = e(fji). 

Let us first consider the special case where £{u) = 0. Then p = noao H \-nd-1cxd-1 
with all > 0. Consider the element h = (hij) G B where ha = 1 for 0 < i < d and 

hi + 1 i = — 1 for 0 < i < d — 1, with all other hij = 0. For this matrix, we compute 

h*£ = ( l - i e ) - 1 - - - ( l - ^ - ) - 1 s € 
X (̂i0,...,id) •=•1̂ 0 . vre 

sd + lsxk 
qaqkqsk 

in ftd(U°). Using (a) this shows that f^{h) = ±1. On the other hand substituting 
g = h in the series expansion (6) we see that 1 = d=/M(/i) = zbc^ for the particular 
m G /(//) corresponding to the representation p = YliZo ni&i ~ that is, the ra with 
miq + 1 x= and other rriij = 0. This implies that 

£(p) = 0 = u{crn) + vrd 
i<j 

in this case. In order to treat the general case we first make the following observations. 
Let Si G G denote the permutation matrix which represents the reflection in the 
Weyl group corresponding to the simple root o^. The Coxeter element s = so • • • Sd-i 
permutes the roots a?o,. •., otd cyclically. The same then is true for the element p := ys 
where y denotes the diagonal matrix in G with entries n, 1, . . . , 1. But p normalizes 
the subgroup B and in particular changes the residue of a d-form only by a sign ([ST] 
Thm. 24). Let now 

v = noao + • • • + UdOtd with all > 0 and na = 0 for some 0 < a < d 

be any weight; in particular £{y) = Ud- The weight p := pd~a{y) then satisfies 
£(p) = 0. Defining h G B as before we have /^(h) = ±1. The matrix {h'^) = h! := 
pa~dhpd~a G B is given by 

h'u = 1, hfi+1i = —1 for i ^ a, hQd — —'Tr, and all other = 0. 

Substituting g = hf in (6) we obtain 

f„(h') =±Cn -7rnM 

where n G /(^) corresponds to the above representation of (in particular, nod = nd)-
On the other hand we compute 

u(Mh')) = u>(Res(ç 0)E-U • (pa~dhpd~a)*£) 

= u;(Res(^0)E_„ • (pa-dhU) 
= u;(Res(^0)E_„ • (pa-dhU)ss 
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= üü 
d—a 

z=l 
u(s4v)(y))+uj(fJh)) h ds3 

x1x1 
d—a 

sx1x 
u(s4v)(y))+uj(fJh)) 

= -(nd_i - nd) - (nd-2 - rid-x) (na - na+i) 
= nd= l(v). 

Property 5. — Since B is open in G the enveloping algebra U(g) also acts by left 
invariant differential operators on 0(B). It is an immediate consequence of the defi
nition that 

U\BeO(B)b=°. 

Proposition 5.2. — For any fi G X*(T) the weight space of weight —¡i in O(B)b~0 
with respect to the adjoint action of BDT is the 1-dimensional subspace generated by 
fu_B 

Proof. — We consider the pairing 

U(g)/b x O(B)b=0 —• K 
(»,f) —> 3 / (1 ) -

It is nondegenerate on the right by Taylor's formula. It also is invariant with respect 
to the adjoint action of B n T on both sides. Hence the induced map 

O(B)b=0 HomK(U(g)/b,K) 

is injective and respects weight spaces. It then follows from Corollary 4.5 that the 
weight spaces on the left hand side are at most 1-dimensional. But we know that 
ffj,\B is nonvanishing. • 

The meaning of that proposition is that any function / G O(B)b=0 has an expansion 
of the form 

/ = 
MGX*(T) 

MGX*(T) 

with b(/ji) G K such that o;(6(/i)) + £(/i) —» oo with respect to the Prechet filter of 
complements of finite subsets in X*(T). First expand / into a series in the matrix 
entries and then collect all terms of a specific weight — ¡1. We obtain in this way an 
expansion 

/ = 
dv 

ffi with u>B(ffi) —• 00. 

Since the [/(g)-action on O(B) is by continuous endomorphisms and since the ideal 
b is homogeneous in the weight space decomposition the equation bf = 0 implies 
b/M = 0 for any ¡1. It therefore follows from the proposition that /M = b{fji){f^\B) for 
some bio) G K. 
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If we now consider a d-form 

rj = 

M€X*(T) 
a(u)Eu£ € QÌ(U°) 

then we see that 
MGX*(T) 

dd 
a(fi)b(fi) 

converges in K. In this way we obtain a bilinear pairing 

(,) : Qi(U°) x O(B)b=0 —> K. 

Actually the following stronger statement is immediately clear. 

Proposition 5.3. — The pairing (, ) induces a topological isomorphism 

[O(B)b=0]f = ni(u°). 

The connection between this local duality and the map / from the second section 
is provided by the diagram 

Qd(XY 
I 

Can(G,K)a=0 

restriction 

MGX*(T) 
ddqsd 

restriction 

Can0B,*Ob=o 

Ç 

•O(B)b=0 

which, by the very construction of the above pairing, is commutative up to sign. 
The ideal filtration b C • • • C b3; C • • • C U(g) gives rise to a filtration 

O(B)b=0 3 • • • D O(B)b*+1=0 D O(B)b*=0 2 • • • 2 O(B)b0=0 = {0} 

as well as, by duality, to a "local" filtration 

nd(u°) = ni(u°)° d •.. d ni(u°y 2 • • • 3 ni(u°)d+1 = {0} 

with 

Qd(U°)j := [O(B)b=0/O(B)bi=0}'. 

We need to understand how the properties of the ideal filtration which we have estab
lished in the previous section translate into properties of the other nitrations. Recall 
that the "bases" {f^} of O(B)b=0 and {LM} of U(g)/b, respectively, are "dual" to each 
other in the sense that 

LMl) = 
dzl for i/ = a 

0 for v 7̂  /x. 
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If f £ O(B)b~0 has the expansion / = J^b(u)(fa\B) we therefore have 
1x 

LMl) =1sq 
vr 

b{n){Lvf,,){!) = ±b{v). 

Prom this one easily deduces that 
_ 0{B)bj=o = { fG О{в)ь=о : f = E ЫММВ)}; 
— any coset in 0(B)b^ ~°/O(B)bj~0 has a unique representative of the form 

LMl) = 
J{IX) = J 

ъши\в). 

This leads to the fact that the map 

O(B)bi+i=0/O(B)bi=° 
dv 

© O(B)b>=0/O(B)bJ=° 
#J=j 

f = 
LMl) = 

Hit)(fu\B) 
' J(,x) = J 

b>=0/O(B)bJ=°1 

is a continuous linear isomorphism. We will give a reinterpretation of the right hand 
side which reflects the fact that b j / b j is a quotient of the generalized Verma module 
U(Q) 0c/(pj) MJ via the map which sends 3 0 m to 3m. Set 

3 j := ker(C/(a) 
q +x 

Mr —> bj/b>). 

By the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem the inclusion U(n~j) C £7(fl) induces an iso-
morphism U(xtj) <S)K Mj-^U(g) <S>u(pj) Mj. In this section we always will view X)j 
as a subspace of U(xij) (S>K MJ. 

Let Uj~ be the unipotent subgroup in G whose Lie algebra is nJT, and let 0(Uj n B) 
denote the if-affinoid algebra of if-analytic functions on the polydisk Uj D B. Con
sider the pairing 

( , > : ( ^ ( n J ) ® M j ) x ( 0 ( [ r + n B ) ® M j ) — 0 (£7+nB) 

(3 0 m, e <g> £7) ^ (m) • 3e 

and define the Banach space 

0(Ut H 5 , M'7)* J=0 := {e G 0(C/t f ì 5 ) 0 M'7 : CO j , e) = 0}, 

Let also {L* }^BU) denote the basis of Mj dual to the basis {L^}^ of Mj. 

Proposition 5.4. — The map 

V j : O(B)bJ=0/O(B)bj=0 

f 

d 0(Ut n B, M'7)0j=0 

M € S ( J ) 
f ( L „ / ) | ^ t n B l ® L * 

¿5 an isomorphism of Banach spaces. 
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Proof. — For 3 = YtvlM ® Lv EDj Ç. U{n+j) ®K Mj we have 

< 3 , E ( ( W ) l ^ n s i ® L i > = 
vr dv 

L^{LU) • (HV)L^F)\U+ n B 

sd (EiMLv)f\UTNB = 0 
IS 

since l{u)Lu G f/(t%j) n b j . Morover for /i, G -B(J) we have LM G bj. Hence the 
map V j is well defined. It clearly is continuous. The Banach space on the left hand 
side of the assertion has the orthonormal basis TT~£^ fv\B for J(v) = J . Concerning 
the right hand side we observe that the above pairing composed with the evaluation 
in 1 induces an injection 

OiUt n f l ) 0 M'r «—Y HOMK(U(nt) ® Afj, K) 
K K 

which restricts to an injection 

o(uj n В, M'jfJ=u HomK(bj/b>,K). 

Hence the only weights which can occur in the right hand side are those v with 
J{—v) = J and the corresponding weight spaces are at most 1-dimensional. Moreover 
the same argument as after Prop. 2 shows that the occurring weight vectors (scaled 
appropriately) form an orthonormal basis. Since V j visibly preserves weights the 
assertion follows once we show that 

Vj(f„\B) ^ 0 for any v with J{y) = J. 

All that remains to be checked therefore is the existence, for a given v with J{y) = J , 
of a ¡1 G B( J) such that L^fv does not vanish identically on Uj n B. 

The weight v is of the form v = 
d 

d+x14 
rijSj with rij > 0 for j G J and n3- < 0 for 

j ^ J. We have 
x1+1c 

jeJ 

Uj = -

sv 
vr 

Choose integers n3 < m3 < 0 for j £ J such that # J = — 5Z7£ j771 j and define 

xx1x 

c 1x 

c 

v+1 

m3e3 G B(J). 

Observe that J{y — \x) C J and J(/JL — v) n J = 0 . This means that L^-^ G U(xij). 
[t suffices to check that L1,-lJLuf1y(l) ^ 0. We compute 

L„-»L,J„(1) = Res/^, Q̂ —jy • L^—uL^ 

— Res/C ' I/̂ -M(—M^). 

As a consequence of the formula (+) in section 4 we have L^-^iE^) = ra • H„£ for 
some nonzero integer ra. Hence we obtain 

Lv-pLpfviX) = - r a • Resr^ 0)f = zbra ^ 0. 

As a consequence of this discussion we in particular have the following map. 
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Lemma 5.5. — There is a unique continuous linear map 

Dj : 0(Uf H B,M'JYj=0 —• [nt(U°y/ni(U°y+1]', 

where j := # J , which sends the weight vector Xl/xe^j)[{^J^f^)W~j H i3] 0 L*, for v 
with J(y) = J, to the linear form X^(r}) := R e s ^ ^£-^77. 

6. The global filtration 

In this section, we find a G-invariant filtration on the full space Qd(X) that is 
compatible with the local filtration discussed in the previous section. This "global" 
filtration is defined first on the subspace of Qd(X) consisting of algebraic d-forms 
having poles along a finite set of if-rational hyperplanes; the filtration on the full 
space is obtained by passing to the closure. We obtain at the same time a filtration 
on the dual space Qd(Xy. A key tool in our description of this filtration is a "partial 
fractions decomposition" due to Gelfand and Varchenko. 

At the end of the section, we apply general results from the theory of topological 
vector spaces (in the non-archimedean situation) to show that the subquotients of the 
global filtration on fld(X) are reflexive Prechet spaces whose duals can be computed 
by the subquotients of the dual filtration. 

Let us first recall some general notions from algebraic geometry. Let C be an 
invertible sheaf on PyK- With any regular meromorphic section s of C over l?d/K we 
may associate a divisor div(s) (compare EGA IV.21.1.4). One has div(s') = div(s) 
if and only if s' — ts for some invertible regular (= constant) function t on Pd. Let 
{Yi}iei be the collection of prime divisors on ~PdK and write 

d i v ( s ) = ' 

iei 
riiYi 

where almost all of the integers rti are zero. One has 

i 
mdeg(Yi) = n if C ^ 0(n) 

([Har] IL6.4). We put 

div(s)oo := -
i 

n*<0 

ra. Vi

and 

«oOO := #{^ e I :rii <0}. 

By convention let div(0)oo := 0 and io(0) = 0. We want to apply these notions in 
the case of the canonical invertible sheaf C = iid = 0{—d — 1) on PJK. A regular 
meromorphic global section 77 in this case is a d-form 77 = F£ such that F is a nonzero 
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rational function on P/K. We will study the subspace 

b/O(B)bJ=° all regular meromorphic global sections 
77 of ftd such that div (77)00 is supported on 
a union of i^-rational hyperplanes in Pd 
together with the zero section 

of "algebraic forms" in £ld(X). For any 77 G Ctdlg{X) we introduce its index as being 
the nonnegative integer 

z(rj) := minmaxz0(77fc) 

where the minimum is taken over all representations 77 = Yl Vk of 77 as a finite sum of 

other rjk € Qflg(X). By definition we have 

i(rj + 77') < max(2(77), 2(77')). 

Hence ftdlg(X) is equipped with the filtration 

•. . D ^lg(X)° D • • • D ftflg(X)d D ft^X)^1 = {0} 

by the subspaces 

ûf,g(Xy := {77 € fiflg(X) : < d+ 1 - i } . 

Lemma 6.1. — The index i(rj) is G-invariant and takes values between 1 and d 4- 1 
/or a/Z nonzero 77 G f2flg(X). 

Proof. — The G-invariance is clear since G preserves K-rational hyperplanes. The 
upper bound for the index follows from the existence of a partial fraction decompo
sition ([GV] Thm. 21) which says that fiflg(X) as a vector space is spanned by the 
forms u^CE^) = (г¿*SA¿_/з)(iH/з0 A • • • A dS^d_1 with fi G X*(T) and u G P unipotent. 
Each has poles along at most the d 4- 1 coordinate hyperplanes defined by the 
equations Si = 0 for i = 0 , . . . , d. • 

It follows that the subspace Qdlg(X) together with its filtration is G-invariant. 
Moreover the filtration is finite with Qdlg(X) = Q^lg(X)°. In order to obtain finer 
information we need to take a closer look at that partial fraction decomposition. 
First we introduce, for any subset J C {0 , . . . , d}, the subgroup 

U(J) := all lower triangular unipotent matrices u = (uij) 
such that = 0 whenever i > j and j G J 

of U. In particular C/({0,..., d}) = *7({0,..., d -1}) = {1} and U(0) = U({d}) = U. 

Proposition 6.2. — Every differential form rj G Qd{ (X) may be written as a sum 

77 = 
JÇ{0,. ,d} fiex*(T) ueu(j) 

x+1c2 

A(UL, u)u*(E,,£) 
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where the coefficients A(/x, u) G K are zero for all but finitely many pairs (n,u); 
furthermore, such an expression is unique. 

Proof. — We write rj = FdS^ A • • * A drE*pd_1 and apply that partial fraction decom
position to F obtaining an expression 

F= ^2B(fi,u)u^. 
/l*€X*(T) ueu 

The uniqueness part of that Thm. 21 in [GV] says that such an expression even exists 
and is unique under the following additional requirement: If ¡1 = ^2k rrikSk then 
we sum only over those u G U whose fc-th column consists of zeroes except for the 
diagonal entry Ukk = 1 for every k such that ra^ > 0. But 

{0 < k < d : mk > 0} = J(fi + p)\{d} 

so that the condition on u becomes exactly that u G U(J(IJL + ¡3)). Because of 
(u*HM)dH0o A ••• A drEpd_1 — u+CB^+p^) we obtain the desired unique expression 
if we put A(ii, u) := B(ii — /?, u). • 

Let us temporarily introduce as another invariant of a form 77 G f2flg(X) the linear 
subvariety 

Z{rf) := the intersection of all hyperplanes 

contained in the support of div(77)00 

in P/K- One obviously has: 

— codim Z(rj) < i0(v)i 

- codim Z(#*(£M£)) = zQ(g^(E^)) for any g G G and // G X*(T). 

Write 

V = i^hom(So, . . . , Srf) • 
d 

i=0 
(-îySidZo A • • • A CE* A • • • A dEd 

as a homogeneous form on affine space Ad+1 and apply the partial fraction decompo
sition in [GV] to .Fhom- Then, at each stage of the construction of the partial fraction 
decomposition of i*hom? the linear forms occurring in the denominator of any term are 
linear combinations of those in the denominator of î hom- This means that 

- Z(ri) C Z(A(,i,tOu*(SM0)-
Together these three observations imply that 

*o(v) > to(A(/j,,u)u*(Eu,0) • 

It then follows from the unicity of the partial fraction decomposition that we actually 
have 

i(rj) = max i0(A(u,u)uJEu£)). 
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But div(£)oo = Z)t=o(Si = 0} and therefore z0(EM£) = d + 1 - #J ( / i ) . We obtain the 
following explicit formula 

i(rj) = max{d + 1 — # J(/i) : H such that A(fi, u) ^ 0 for some u eU(J(/x))} 

for the index of any d-form rj ^ 0. Another consequence of this discussion that we 
will need later is the inequality 

i>(v) < codimZ(?7). 

Corollary 6.3. — ^fig(3QJ as a K-vector space is spanned by the forms ^ ( S ^ ) where 
(/ji^u) G X*(T) x U runs over those pairs for which u G U(J(/n)) and #J(/x) > j ; in 
particular 

(XYj := 

g€G 
dos + 1dls 

Our "global" G-equivariant filtration 

ftd(X) = Qd(X)° D • • • D ftd(X)d D ftd(X)d+1 = {0} 

of Qd(X) now is defined in the following way by taking closures. 

Definition. — Qd(X)j := closure ofQdlg(X)j inQd(X). The dual filtration 

{0} = ftD(XY0 ç fîd(X)i ç • • • ç ftd(X)^+1 = fîd(X); 

given by 
^(XYj := [f2d(X)/fid(Xy]/. 

The second statement in Corollary 3 immediately implies that the latter filtration 
corresponds under our map I to the filtration of Can(G, K) defined through annihi
lation conditions with respect to the left invariant differential operators in the ideal 
sequence bo 3 • • • ¡2 bd+i = i-e-> 

J(«d(X)'-) Ç Can(G,K)bj=0 for 0 < 7 < d + 1. 

The compatibility between the local and the global filtration is established in the 
subsequent lemma. 

Lemma 6.4. — «d(X)' C Qd(X) NQD(U°Y. 

Proof. — Consider any d-form ^ ( E ^ ) with u G U(J(N)) and write 

uJEu£)\U° = 
vex*(T) 

a(i/)SI/^. 

We claim that a(u) ^ 0 implies that # J ( ^ ) > #J(/x). In order to see this let 
= y \ rrikSk' Because of the condition on u we have 

(XYj :=dd 
2d+c 1 

dv+1 

dx +1xc 
"A: 

x +x3s 

7 / ^ m f c - l 4-
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The first two products together contain each with a positive exponent. In the 
third product the exponents are negative. On U° the summands of the linear form 
?x*£fc = Sfc+^fc+ifcEfc+i + -. '+Udk^d differ pairwise in valuation. Hence after factoring 
out the largest summand we can develop (t£*£fc)_1, on U°, into a geometric series. The 
terms of the resulting series have powers of a single Hfc/ in the denominator. It follows 
that each of the d + 1 — # J(/x) factors in the third product can cancel out at most one 
of the Sfc's in the first two products so that at least — (d + 1 — #J(/x)) = #J ( / i ) 
others remain. This establishes our claim which was that 

^ (SMOI^° € ni(U°)#JM for u e U(J(fi)). 

(For this slight reformulation one only has to observe that Qd{U°)J has a nonvanishing 
weight space exactly for those v with # J(y) > j.) It is then a consequence of Cor. 3 
that 

nig(3C)J' c ndb(uy. 
As a simultaneous kernel of certain of the continuous linear forms rj i—> R e s ^ Q^S-^T? 
on Qd(U°) the right hand side is closed in Qd(U°). It therefore follows that 

nd(xy C ni(u°)j. • 

As a consequence of this fact we may view the map Dj from Lemma 5.5 as a 
continuous linear map 

Dj : 0{UJ nB,M'j)*J=° —• [nd(X)j/nd(X)j+1Y, 

where j := # J , which sends the weight vector X ^ e ^ C J ) ^ ^] ^ £¡¡1? f°r ^ 
with J(^) = J , to the linear form Xu(v) '•— ^es(c o)^-^7?-

We finish this section by collecting the basic properties which the subquotients of 
our global filtration have as locally convex vector spaces. 

Proposition 6.5. — Each subquotient Qd (X)1 / fld (X)J for 0<%<j<d-\-lisa 
reflexive Frechet space; in particular its strong dual is barrelled and complete. 

Proof. — In section 1 we deduced the reflexivity of Qd(X) from the fact that it is the 
projective limit of a sequence of Banach spaces with compact transition maps. It is 
a general fact (the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 in [Kom] carry over literally to the 
nonarchimedean situation) that in such a Frechet space every closed subspace along 
with its corresponding quotient space are projective limits of this type, too. • 

Lemma 6.6. — Let A : V —• V be a strict continuous linear map between the K-
Frechet spaces V and V; if V is reflexive then the dual map A' : V' —• V between the 
strong duals is strict as well. 

Proof — (Recall that A is strict if on im(^4) the quotient topology from V coincides 
with the subspace topology from V.) The subspace im(A) of V being a quotient of 
the Frechet space V is complete by the open mapping theorem and hence is closed. 
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Let now E C V be any open osubmodule. We have to find an open o-submodule 
E C V such that A'(II) D im(A') n E. We may assume that ker(A') C E. By the 
definition of the strong dual we also may assume that 

E = f ° := {A G V' : |A(v)| < 1 for any v G f } 
for some closed and bounded o-submodule F C V. Since V is reflexive T is weakly 
compact ([Tie] Thms 4.20O), 4.21, and 4.25.2) and hence compact ([DeG] Prop. 3.b). 
Since im(A) is closed in V the Hahn-Banach theorem ([Tie] Thm. 3.5) implies that 
ker(A/)° = im(A). Using [Tie] Thm. 4.14 we deduce form the inclusion ker(A') C E 
that 

f = f00 = E° C ker(A')° = im(A). 
In fact, T is a compact subset of im(A). According to [B-GT] IX 2.10, Prop. 18 we find 
a compact subset T C V such that A(T) = T. Then E := r° is an open o-submodule 
in V such that im(A') DE = A'(II). • 

Proposition 6.7 
i. For 0 < j < d+ 1 the natural map Qd(X)j <̂-> Qd(X)' is a topological embedding 

as a closed subspace; 
ii. for 0 < i < j < d + 1 the natural map Qd(X)/j/Qd(X)/i [Qd(XY/Qd(Xy]f is 

a topological isomorphism. 

Proof — i. This follows immediately from Prop. 5 and Lemma 6. ii. The natural 
exact sequence 

0 —• Qd(Xy/nd(X)j —> Qd(X)/Qd(X)j —> nd(X)/Qd(Xy —> 0 
consists of strict linear maps between Prechet spaces which are reflexive by Prop. 5. 
The dual sequence is exact by Hahn-Banach and consists of strict linear maps by 
Lemma 6. • 

Corollary 6.8. — IfV denotes one of the locally convex vector spaces appearing in the 
previous Proposition then the G-action G x V —• V is continuous and the map g i—• gX 
on G, for any A G V, is locally analytic. 

Proof. — Because of Prop. 7 this is a consequence of Cor. 3.9. • 

7. The top filtration step 

The purpose of this section is to describe the first stage of the global filtration 
in various different ways. This information (for all the p-adic symmetric spaces of 
dimension < d) will be used in an essential way in our computation of all the stages 
of the global filtration in the last section. 

Theorem 7.1. — The following three subspaces offld(X) are the same: 
1. The subspace d(Qd~1(X)) of exact forms in Qd(X); 
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2. The first stage ^ ( X ) 1 in the global filtration; 

3. The subspace of forms rj such that R e s ^ 0^g*r] = 0 for any g G G. 

In particular all three are closed subspaces. 

The proof requires a series of preparatory statements which partly are of interest 
in their own right. We recall right away that any exact form of course has vanishing 
residues. The subspace ^ ( X ) 1 is closed by construction. The subspace in 3. is closed 
as the simultaneous kernel of a family of continuous linear forms. 

Lemma 7.2. — An algebraic differential form rj G f^lg(X) is exact if and only if rj 
belongs to ^ ^ ( X ) 1 . 

Proof — Suppose first that rj is exact. Expand 77 in its partial fractions decom
position (Prop. 6.2). From Cor. 6.3 we see that 77 is congruent to a finite sum of 
logarithmic forms modulo f}^ (X)1, where u is in the subgroup U of lower tri
angular unipotent matrices. However, by [ST] Thm. 24, Cor. 40, and Cor. 50 the 
forms u*£ are linearly independent modulo exact forms. Since 77 is exact, therefore, 
no logarithmic terms can appear in its partial fractions expansion and 77 belongs to 
^aig(^)1* Conversely it suffices, by Cor. 6.3 and G-invariance, to consider a form 

with /bt j£ 0. Since the Weyl group acts through the sign character on £ we may 
use G-equivariance again and assume that so occurs in ¡1 with a positive coefficient 
m0 > 0. Then £M£ = d6 with 6 := ^ S ^ E ^ - ^ e E ^ A • • • A dS(3d_1. • 

In the following we let r2d(Xn)J', for n G N, denote the closure of Qdl&(Xny in the 
Banach space Qd(Xn). 

Lemma 7.3. — For a form 77 G ttd(X) we have: 

i. 77 is exact if and only if rj\Xn is exact for any n G N; 
ii. 77 G ^ ( X ) 1 if and only if rf\Xn G ^ ( X ^ ) 1 for any n G N. 

Proof. — i. By the formula on the bottom of p. 64 in [SS] we have 

iffiR(X) = lim #£R(X°) 
n 

where the X^ C X are certain admissible open subvarieties such that 

— X = (Jn X£ is an admissible covering, and 
n—1 2= n — TI • 

The second property of course implies that 

lhnH^K(X°n) - limtf£R(Xn) . 
n n 

ii. This follows by a standard argument about closed subspaces of projective limits of 
Banach spaces (compare the proof of Thm. 2 in [Kom]). • 
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The main technique for the proof of Theorem 1 will be a "convergent partial frac
tions" decomposition for rigid d-forms on X. We begin by recalling the explicit de
scription of rigid forms on Xn given in [SS] p. 53. Fix a set 7i = {£$,...,£s} of 
unimodular representatives for the hyperplanes modulo 7rn+1 in such a way that it 
contains the coordinate hyperplanes {E^ = 0} for 0 < i < d. A rigid d-form rj on the 
affinoid Xn is represented by a convergent expansion 

(*) V = 
I,J 

, ai,J 
-zrio 
^0 

c14 
ff+1 

ûio fis 
0̂ ŝ 

e 

in homogeneous coordinates where / and J run over all (s + l)-tuples (¿0,... , is) and 
(d-hl)-tuples (jo? • • • ? 3d) of non-negative integers respectively with ]P ik — jk = d+1 
and where 

0 := 
d 

2 = 0 
dS0 A • • • A dEi A • • • A dEd 

The convergence means that the coefficients a/5j satisfy cj(a/,j) — n ^d 
x = ls —> OO 

as k=0 jk —• 00. 

Lemma 7.4. — In the expansion (*) we may assume aj^j = 0 unless the corresponding 
set of "denominator forms" {£k • ik > 1} is linearly independent. 

Proof. — Suppose that £$ , . . . , £r are linearly dependent, and that ik > 1 for 
0 < k < r. Write 

r 

k=0 
bk£k = 0 

with the bk G o and at least one 6/~ = 1. Suppose for example that 60 = 1. Then 

£0 = -
r 

k=l 
bk£k 

and 
x 
s 

^3d 
x+4 0^ . 

0 
x 

c+1 
x+ 41 x+1 

x + 1 
^o + l . ^ - 1 dsls 

G 

The individual terms on the right side of this sum have the same degree as the term 
on the left. This, together with the fact that the bk belong to o, implies that the 
expression on the right may be substituted into the series expansion for rj and the sum 
re-arranged. Further, this process may be iterated until the denominators occurring 
on the right side are linearly independent. • 

Using this Lemma, we see that any 77 G Qd(Xn) can be written as a finite sum of 
forms 

(**) TIL = 

I,J 
x+1 "0 

^3d 

x1 4r 
0d 
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where L = {£0,... ,£r} is a fixed linearly independent set chosen from 7Y, / runs 
through the (r -f- l)-tuples of positive integers, and cu(aiyj) — n(Ylk=oJk) —• oo as 
Hi=o3k oo. 

Lemma 7.5. — A form t]l as in (**) belongs to f^(Xn)d+1-#jL. 

Proof. — This is clear from the inequality i(r)) < codim Z(rj) in section 6. • 

Definition. — A form 77 G f2d(Xn) is called decomposable if it has a convergent expan
sion of the form 

n = c(flSAO(0*(E/xO|Xn) 
geG fj,ex*(T) 

where 

1. c(g, //) G K and = 0 for all but finitely many g G G which are independent of ¡1, 
2. if c(g,fx) 7̂  0 for some p then the columns of the matrix g are unimodular, 
3. uj(c{g,ti)) — nd(p) —+ 00 as d(fji) —• 00 (d(p) was defined in section just before 

the statement of Lemma 4-1)-

Lemma 7.6. — Suppose that t]l is given by a series as in (**) on X2n> Then the 
restriction of t]l to Xn-i is either decomposable or may be written as a (finite) sum 
of series rjL' converging on Xn_i and with #Z / < # L . 

Proof. — The dichotomy in the statement of the Lemma arises out of the following 
two possibilities: 
Case I. There is a unimodular relation 

r 

fc=0 

bk£k = 0 (mod7Tn) . 

Case II. Whenever there is a relation 
r 

k=0 
bk£k = 0 (mod7rn) , with bk G o , 

we must have all bk divisible by tt. 
Let us treat Case I first. Suppose that bo is a unit in the unimodular relation, and 

write 

¿0 = -
k=l 

(bk/bo)£k + 7rnh. 

To simplify the notation, set 

(XYj := 
r 

fe=l 
h bk G o , 

The fact that £q is unimodular means that £ is unimodular as well. We have 
1 

io 
1 
e ;i + 7 r n w 1 , 
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and, since 7tnh/£ has sup-norm < \ir\ < 1 on Xn_i, using the geometric series we see 
that we may rewrite the series expansion for TJL SO that it converges on Xn_i: 

riL^n-l = sdv 
^3o ~3d 
"0 " "d 
fi gil ...fir 

e 

But since ^ is a linear combination of £k for k ^ 0, the proof of Lemma 4 shows 
that r)L\X n—i is a sum of series TJL' where L' is a linearly independent subset of the 
dependent set {£, £ \ , . . . , £r}; such a set has fewer than r + 1 elements. 

For Case II we take a different approach. Apply elementary divisors to find linear 
forms / o , . . . , fd which form a basis for the o-lattice spanned by Ho, . . . , 3d and such 
that 7re° / o , . . . , 7rCr fr form a basis for the span of £o,..., £r. Since any monomial in 
the Si is an integral linear combination of monomials in the fi, we may rewrite T]L 
using the fi for coordinates: 

TIL = 
dxd f30 £3d 

JO Jd s ++s4s 
e 

Using our Case II hypothesis, we know that ek < n for 0 < k < r. Therefore 7rn-1/fc, 
for each 0 < k < r, is an integral linear combination of £o, • • • ,£r- Let g € G be 
the matrix such that g*Si = £i for 0 < i < r and p*3z = fi for r + 1 < i < d. By 
construction the columns of g are unimodular. Rewriting the series for TJL in terms 
of the 7T1~TI£Q, . . . , 7r1-nfr, / r+i , . . •, /d we see that 

(* * *) d1x= a" de t^ ) "1 ff(i-i)(EUoifc) 

dv 

c^^jg^S^Ç) 

where each of the inner sums is finite and the coefficients c^/^j are integral. Since 
the original sum for T]L converges on X2n, we have 

Lj(a' ,) = Hi 
d 

k=0 
3k ) + 2n 

d 

k=0 
,3k) 

where H(m) is a function which goes to infinity as m goes to infinity. But then 

ula'ï rdet(a)-1n(1-NK'Zb=°jkn > H 
d 

k=0 
Jk J 4- 2n 

d 

k=0 
\jk) + (1 - n) 

d 

k=0 
jk) + c 

which shows that, after rearrangement according to /x, the series (* * *) converges on 
Xn+i (if C^J^J 7̂  0 then Ylt=oJk > d(/j,)). Thus in Case II TJL is decomposable on 
Xn+i. • 

Proposition 7.7. — Let rj be a rigid d-form on X; then r]\Xn, for any n > 0, is decom
posable. 

Proof. — This follows by induction from Lemma 6. Indeed, any rigid form rj on Xm 
with m := 2d+1(n + 2) is decomposable on 
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Definition. — A form 77 G ttdlg(X) is called logarithmic if it lies in the smallest G-
invariant vector subspace containing £. 

Corollary 7.8. — Let 77 be a rigid d-form on X. Then, for any n > 0, the restriction 
of 77 to Xn has a decomposition 

V = Vo + Vi 

where 770 is the restriction of a logarithmic form and 771 is an exact form in ^ ( I n ) 1 . 

Proof. — Applying the convergent partial fractions decomposition of Prop. 7, write 
77 on Xn+i as 

77|Xn+i = 

9 
c(0,O)(0.£|Xn+i) + 

9 / ^ 0 
cía, и)(а*(Е,.£)\Хп+л) . 

Let 770 be the first of these sums, and 771 the second. Clearly 770 is logarithmic and 771, 
by Cor. 6.3, belongs to ^ (Xn+i )1 . Thus we need only show that 771 is exact on Xn. 
However, one sees easily that the series for 771 may be integrated term-by-term to 
obtain a rigid (d— l)-form 0 on Xn with dO = 771 (compare the proof of Lemma 2). • 

As a last preparation we need the following result on logarithmic forms. 

Proposition 7.9. — For any n > 0 we have: 
i. There is a compact open set Vn dU such that 

u. f € S2UÍX„)X nd(sr~í x„ 

for all u G U\Vn; 
i. there is a finite set ... of elements ofU and a disjoint covering ofVn 

by sets {D(u^£\r)}^=1 such that 

v+Ç = ui£)Ç (mod Qd(Xn)1 n dC^-^Xn))) 

ifve D(u(£\r); 

iii. the image of 

Qd(x) _ fid(Xn)/(^(Xn)1 n d(nd-\xn))) 

and the space fld(Xn)/ftd(Xn)1 both are finite dimensional; more precisely, the 
classes of the forms 7xi^£,.. . , uik^£ span both spaces. 

Proof. — i. In homogeneous coordinates, we write 

u = d 
e 

+ dkldk + 

where £j = Y\_0- ii^-E^ and the u<ij are the matrix entries of the lower triangular 

unipotent matrix u. Let 

Vn := {u G U : u(ulk) > -(n + l)d for all d > I > k > 0}. 
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We claim Vn has the desired property. Suppose that u £ Vn, so that, for some pair 
d > I > k > 0 we have ou(uik) < — (n + l)d. Focus attention for the moment on the 
linear form Since Ukk = 1, we may split the set of row indices k,... ,d into two 
nonempty sets A and B such that 

inf cj(uik) > supuiuik) + n + 1. 
i etf 

We point out two facts for later use. First, the index k automatically belongs to the 
set A, and so is a linear combination of the with i > k. Second, and for the 
same reason, the set of linear forms {£j}j^k U {£k} is a triangular basis for the full 
space of K-linear forms in the H*. Continuing with the main line of argument, write 

— &k — 
leA 

Uik^l) + 
ieB 

uik'B'i). 

Then 
1 _ 1 

£k e? 
i 

uik'B'i) ksk UI 
The linear forms TT~ INFL^A "O"*)^ and n- inileB u{ulh)£B are unimodular. From this, 
we obtain the following estimate on Xn: 

(1) 
uik'B'i) = s infZ6^ ou(uik) - infzeB v(ulk) - n 

> inti^A W(Uik) - S\ipleB U(Uik) - U 
> 1 . 

At this point, it will be convenient to change from homogeneous to inhomogeneous 
coordinates. Let 

d-l 
f cj(uik) > supuiuik) + n + 1. lsOI 

i=0 
and similarly let £k := £u /Ed and £k := £?/Ed- Then we may expand the form u*£ 
as a convergent series on Xn: 

(2) «.с = 
oo 

m=0 
CmFrndEfa A • • • A dELs, , 

where the coefficients cm G Z, 

Fm. — 
(âY1 

4---(*?)m+1---4i- i 

and £k has taken the place of Ik in the denominators of these forms (observe that 
G = (—l)dĤ +1GE/50 A * • • AdS/3d_1). Our estimate (1) tells us that there is a constant 
C so that the functions Fm satisfy inf a;(i7'm(g)) > m — C in the sup norm on Xn. 

To finish the proof, we will show that the expansion (2) may be integrated term 
by term on Xn. This shows that u*£ is exact on Xn. In addition, since it proves that 
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each algebraic form in the expansion (2) is exact, we see from Lemma 2 that these 
forms belong to fifigCXn)1 and so u*£ belongs to Qd(Xn)1 as well. 

As we remarked earlier, the forms £o, • • • 5 £k ? • • • ->^d are a triangular basis for the 
space of all linear forms. Therefore, we may choose v G U so that u*Hj = £j for all 
0 < j < d except for j = k, and v*3k = £k> Let / := v~x(£^/E.d). The form / does 
not involve S f̂c. Then we compute 

Fm = n 
7̂  m 

i^S^cE^ Л • - • Л Л • • • Л сЕ^_,)s 
Using: this and the estimate for the F™, we see that 

0 = 
oo 

\m=0 

Cm 
m + 1 m ^ ( ( - l i ^ S ^ c E ^ Л • - • Л Л • • • Л сЕ^_,) 

is a convergent expansion for a rigid (d — l)-form on Xn, and that dO = 
ii. In the notation of Prop. 3.1, let . . . , be finitely many elements of U so 

that the open sets {D(u^£\r)}^=1 form a disjoint covering of Vn and so that, for each 
£ = 1 , . . . , k, 

(3) uj{vji - uf)) > 2(n + 1) for all v G D(u^\r) and all 0 < i < j < d. 

Then, for v G D{u^\r), we have the uniformly convergent expansion (*) on Xn from 
the proof of Prop. 3.1, where, to simplify the notation, we write u = u^: 

v*£ = k(vwd+u O^B^ A • • • A d'E/3d_1 

with 

k(vwd+1,q) = 

m 
Crnhrn • (V ~ U)— , 

hm = 
SM(m)(<?) 

f0(u, g)«o(m) . . . /d_!(u, q)sd-i(m) 

and Cm G Z. In this expansion, the term with m = (0 , . . . ,0) is u*Ç = u£\. Also, 
comparing the estimate in (3) with those used in Prop. 3.1, we see that we have 

inf uihmfq) - (v - um > 
x + 4 0<i<j<d 

rriji — nd. 

We claim that, except for the term with 221= ( 0 , . . . , 0), this series may be integrated 
term by term to yield a convergent (d— l)-form on Xn. This means that (v*£ — u*£)\Xn 
is an exact form, and further that (just as in the proof of the first assertion) each term 
in the expansion of — u*£ is an exact algebraic form, so that v*£ — u*£ belongs to 
Qd(Xn)1. In other words, 

v+Ç = ui£)£ (mod ^(Xn)1 n dfflrf-^Xn))). 
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To prove our claim, let Sj be the set of m such that Si(m) = 1 for i = 0 , . . . , j' — 1 but 
Sj(m) > 1. Let 

Fi := 
m£Sj 

hm. • (v - и) 

and 
77,- := Fñd^fí^ Л • • • Л d^ñ, , . 

Because 
v*Ç = m н 1- m-i + ui , 

it suffices to integrate each rj3 term by term. Notice that if TTT, G S3, then H^m) 
does not involve any of H^ for i = 0 , . . . W e may choose a matrix g G £/ so that 
#*H/3i = Fi u •) for i = 0 , . . . J and ^.Sft = Ep. for i = j + 1 , . . . , d - 1. Now set 

Gj:= 

mÇ.Sj 

Cm 
1 — s i (m) 

hm(v - uY*. 

The estimate on the sup norm for /iM implies that this is the convergent expansion 
of a rigid function on Xn. Therefore 

6j := (-îyGjg+iSftdEfa A • • • A dSA A • • • A d E ^ . J 

is a rigid (d— l)-form on Xn. Furthermore, a simple computation shows that dOj = rj3. 
Indeed, a typical term in the series for 63 is 

(4) Cm 
i-s3{m) 

•hm(v - u)m-g*((-l)JEpjd'Ef3o A • • • A dE^ A • • • A cE/^.J . 

Let 

Hrn '-~ ds + ls 
Ep0 • • • Zp.^Z^ fj+1(u, W d dkd sl• • • . ) - - ^ , 

so that /im = g*Hm. Then the term in (4) is 

(-D3-. 
Cm 

1 — Sj(m) 
[v - uY^g+iH^E^dE^ A • • • A dEft A • • • A dEpd_x) • 

We leave it as an exercise to verify that applying d to this expression one obtains the 
term 

Crnhm(v - u)—d'Ep0 A • • • A dEj3d_1 . 

hi. By Cor. 8 and [ST] Cor. 40, a form 77 G Sld(X), restricted to Xn, may be written 

(n\Xn) =Vo + Vi 

where 
771 eQd(Xn)1nd(Qd-1(Xn)) 

and 770 is (the restriction of) a finite sum of logarithmic forms u*£. Thus the image of 

Qd(X) — fìd(Xn)/(fìd(Xn)1 n d ^ - 1 ^ ) ) ) 

is spanned by logarithmic forms Similarly, from Prop. 3.3 we know that the 
logarithmic forms u*£ generate Qd(X) as a topological vector space. Since the image 
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of Qd(X) in Qd(Xn) under restriction is dense the same forms U*£ generate the quotient 
Qd(Xn)/Qd(Xn)1 as a Banach space. In both cases we hence may conclude that, using 
the first assertion, the for U G VN and then, using the second assertion, even the 
tj!1^, . . . , UIK^ span the two vector spaces in question. • 

Proof of Theorem 1. — We show that each 77 in the third space also lies in the inter
section of the first two spaces. By Lemma 3, it suffices to show that the restriction 
of 77 to Xn belongs to En := ^(Xn)1 D d ^ - 1 ^ ) ) ) for all n > 0. We fix an n and 
choose a finite set . . . , of elements of VN as in Prop. 9. We also choose m > n 
so that the image of Xm in the building contains the chambers TX^(C,0). 

Apply Cor. 8 to write 77|Xm = 770-1-771 on Xm, with 770 logarithmic and 771 G Em C 
En. Our hypothesis on m implies that the linear form ResuW(co) is continuous on 
^d(Xm), and since 771 is exact on Xm we must have 

Resu(t)(C,O)(RLI) = 0 for £ = 0 , . . . , K. 

Since all residues of 77 are zero, we conclude that 

Resw(^(c,o)(^o) = 0 for £ = 0 , . . . , K. 

We now need to show that, under our residue hypothesis, the restriction to Xn of the 
logarithmic form 770 belongs to En. Since 770 is a logarithmic form, we may write it 
as a sum of forms t/*£ with U G U ([ST] Cor. 40), and for our purposes we may (by 
Prop. 9.i) assume that all U G VN. Thus, for each we have finitely many distinct 
V£j G VN and constants q7 SO that 

VO = 
k S£ 

£=1 j=0 
C£i((V£i)*£) 

where, for j = 0 , . . . , s^, we have vtj G D(u^\r). By the proofs of Facts A and B of 
[ST], page 430-431, we see that 

KeSu(*)(C,0)WO) = 
se 

3=0 
ReSn^)(C,0)C^'((^')*^) = 

sls l 

j=0 

c£j = 0. 

It then follows from Prop. 9.ii that 

770 |Xn = 
k se 

£=1 j=0 
ciivfPi (mod En) 

= 0 (mod En) 

as claimed. 

Prom section 3, in particular Lemma 3.5 and Fact 2, we have the injective G-
equivariant map 

I0:Çtd{X)' C0(U,K)^C(G/P,K)/Cinv(G/P,K) 
À 1—• [u i-> A(it*^)] . 
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Let C^iG/P^K) C C(G/P,K) denote the subspace of all locally constant functions 
and put C£V(G/P, K) := C°°(G/P, K)nCim(G/P, K) and C™(U, K) := C°°(U, K)D 
Ca(U,K). The quotient 

St := C°°(G/P, K)/C&,(G/P, K) 

is an irreducible smooth G-representation known as the Steinberg representation of 
the group G. The above isomorphism for the target of I0 restricts to an isomorphism 

CZ°(U,K) =i St . 

Proposition 7.10. — If A E fid(X)' vanishes on exact forms then the function 70(A) on 
U is locally constant with compact support. 

Proof. — Such a linear form A extends continuously to Qd(Xn) for some n. Since, by 
Thm. 1, it vanishes on Qd(X)1y it vanishes on f2d(Xn)1. Then from Prop. 9.i it vanishes 
on outside of Vnj and therefore the function in question is compactly supported. 
Prop. 9.ii shows that there is a finite disjoint covering of Vn by sets D(u^\r) such 
that A(v*£) — \{vff*£) for v € D(u^£\r). Therefore the function in question is locally 
constant. • 

It follows that I0 induces an injective G-equivariant map 

gs (dxà dsksksà CZ°(U,K) St. 

Since R e s ^ 0^ is nonzero the left hand side contains a nonzero vector. But the right 
hand side is algebraically irreducible as a G-representation. Hence we see that this 
map must be bijective. 

Prom our Theorem 1 and from the nonarchimedean version of [Kom] Thm. 3 we 
have the identifications of locally convex vector spaces 

Qd(X) ' exact forms = Ctd(X)/nd(X)1 = limfid(Xn)/fid(X„)1 
n 

On the other hand, Prop. 9 says that, for any n > 0, the space ftd(Xn)/Qd(Xri)1 is 
finite dimensional. We conclude that nd(X)/g^g , resp. its dual space, is a projective, 
resp. injective, limit of finite dimensional Hausdorff spaces. In particular the topology 
on [^d(X)/f*r^]' is the finest locally convex topology. In this way we have computed 
the top step of our filtration as a topological vector space. 

Theorem 7.11. — The G-equivariant map 

[nd(X)t I exact V forms J ad 
St A i—• [u A(it*0] 

is an isomorphism; morover, the topology of the strong dual on the left hand side is 
the finest locally convex topology. 
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8. The partial boundary value maps 

In this section we will introduce and study, for any 0 < j < d, a "partial boundary 
value map" from [ftd(Xy /Qd(X)j+1y into a space of functions on G. Recall that 
we denoted by p j , for any subset J C {0 , . . . , d}, the parabolic subalgebra in g of 
all matrices which have a zero entry in position (z, j) for i G J and j £ J; moreover 
n j C p j denoted the unipotent radical. Let Pj C G be the parabolic subgroup 
whose Lie algebra is pj and let Uj C P j be its unipotent radical. We have the Levi 
decomposition Pj = UJLJ with Lj := Z/(J) x L(J) and 

Lf(J) := all matrices in G with 
- a zero entry in position 

for i 7̂  j and not both in J, and 
- an entry 1 in position for i £ J 

and 

L(J) := all matrices in G with 
- a zero entry in position 

for i ^ j and i or j G J, and 
- an entry 1 in position (i, i) for z G J. 

Clearly, Z/(J) ^ GL#j(K) and L(J) ^ GLd+1-#j(K). With these new notations, 
the subgroup £/(J) from section 6 is the subgroup U(J) = Uf)L(J) of lower triangular 
unipotent matrices in L(J), and l j , l '(J), and l(J) are the Lie algebras of Lj, L'(J), 
and L( J) respectively. In the following we are mostly interested in the subsets j := 
{ 0 , . . . , j - 1} for 0 < j < d. Let 

Vj := closed subspace of Ctd(X)J/Qd(Xy+1 spanned by 
the forms (^(H^) for n G B(j) and g G L(j) 

viewed as a locally convex vector space with respect to the subspace topology. 

Lemma 8.1 

i. The subgroup Pj preserves Vj; 
ii. UjL'(j) acts through the determinant character on Vj. 

Proof. — Only the second assertion requires a proof. We have EM£ = E,fj,-pdSp0 A 
• • • A d'E/3d_1. For ¡2 G B{j) the product HM_/3 does not contain any S$ for i G j . On 
the other hand the elements h G UjL'{j) have columns i for z ^ j consisting of zeroes 
except the entry 1 in position (i,z). It follows that = for those h and 
jjl. And on GE/?0 A • • • A dS(3d_1 such an /i acts through multiplication by det(h) (see 
the last formula on p. 416 in [ST]). Since U(j) normalizes UjLf{j) we more generally 
obtain h^(u^(E^)) = det(h) • u*(EM£) for ft G UjL'(j),u G *7(j), and G 2?(j). • 
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In order to compute the space Vj we use the rigid analytic morphism 

pij : X • Xd+1~i 
q = [go : • • • : Qd] 1 > [qj : • • • : Qd]] 

here Xd+1~i denotes the p-adic symmetric space of the group GLd+i-j(K). This 
morphism is P^-equivariant if Pj acts on X, resp. on Xd+1~i, through the inclusion 
Pj Q G, resp. the projection Pj L(j) = GLa+i—j(K). In section 4 we introduced 
the irreducible p^-submodule Mj of bj/b^. For general reasons, it integrates to a 
rational representation of Pj. We will work with the following explicit model for this 
representation. Consider an element g = (grs) € L(j). The adjoint action of g~x on 
any La G n t , i.e., with 0 < i < j < £ < d, is given by 

ad(#-1)L^ = 9£jLij H 1- gedLid* 

We may deduce from this that the adjoint action of L(j) on U(g) preserves M? as 

well as Mj Db^ = U(rij~) Pi b. Indeed, the sorting relations LikLi'g — LuL^k generate 

U(xij~) d b<* = U{n~j) n b according to Prop. 4.6, and the image of such a relation 

a,d(g~1)(LikLi>£ — LieLi'k) is a linear combination of sorting relations of the same type 

involving only i and %' as first indices. It follows that 

g{l + bf) := ad(5)(3) + b£ for 3 € M? 

is a well defined action of the group L(j) on the space Mj. We extend this to a rational 
representation of Pj by letting UjL'(j) act through the determinant character. The 
corresponding derived action of the Lie algebra pj on Mj is trivial on rtj, is through 
the trace character on and on is induced by the adjoint action. But in 
Lemma 4.7 we have seen that this latter action coincides with the left multiplication 
action. 
We now consider the continuous linear map 

Aj : fiD-J(Xd+1-') —> ftd{X)/Qd(Xy+1 
K -

77(2)(LM + b>) 
d e 

sd . . . a : qk +9sl 
ks+ kl 

Xd+1-') 

According to Lemma 1.3 the -action on both sides (diagonally on the left side) is 
continuous. In the following we will use the abbreviations 

€d-j : = 
Xd+1-') 
Xd+1-') 

Xd+1-') 
Xd+1-') 

as a (d — j)-form on Xd+1 J 

and 
ssql (1 ) sklskl = 

S/?o 

Xd+1-') 
/ \ — 

as a jZ-form on X. 

For g £ G we have 

= det(#) • 
d 

i=0 

d 

g*z>i 
d 
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For g € L(j) there is a corresponding formula for g*£d-j and the two together imply 

g*Ç = ej) A p r ; ( ^ - i ) . 

By Prop. 3.3 the u*£d-j for u £ U(j) generate a dense subspace in Qd~^ (Xd+1~^). 
After we establish various properties of the map Aj, this fact will allow us to assume 
that 77 = u^d-j for some u G U(j). First of all we note that the definition of Aj is 
independent of the particular representative for the coset LM + b<* as long as this 
representative is chosen in M°: For 3 G M° n b^ = U(xij) n b and u £ U(j) we have 
ad(iz-1)(3) G b and consequently 

3(£W A prî(tt„6i-,-)) = 3(u.£) = uJlzdiu-^KLSKhm = 0 

Next we compute 

Ailg-h+td-i ® ad(Q)(L„.)) = ad o L„ £UJ A D : a . L ^ . , -
= [ad(#)(LM)](#*/i*£) 

= £*(LM(ft*£)) 

= ff.(iMK0)AprJ(Md-i))) 
= g*(Aj(h*€d-j ® 

for #,/1 G This shows that the map Aj is L(j)-equivariant. As special cases of 
the above identity we have 

Aj(gM-j ® = ^ ( [ a d ^ " 1 ) ^ ) ^ ) 

and 
Aj(9*€d-j ® ad($)(!,„)) - g*(Lu£) = q g DKSL 

for # G £Q) and ¡1 G The former, together with the fact that M? • £ C Ll 
ux Bj Kk^ * /̂x^5 shows tha t the image of Aj is contained in Vj. The latter shows 

that this image is dense in Vj. By Lemma l.ii, the group UjL'(j) acts on the domain 
of Aj, as well as on Vj, through the determinant character. Hence Aj in fact is 
Pj -equi variant. 

By Thm. 7.1 the exact (d — j^-forms on Xd+1~j coincide with the sub-
space fid~-7"(Xd+1~J')1. According to Cor. 6.3, this latter space is topologi
cal!^ generated, as an L(j^representation, by the forms E^^d-j for the weights 
0 ^ v = Y?k=jnk£k e X*(T). We have Aj(E^d.j ® L^) = L^{Z„£). Let 
fi = £0 -j- • —I- £j-i — ^2t=j mk£k with rrik > 0. By an iteration of the formula (+) 
in section 4 one has 

Lui^vO = Ci Li) 
k—j m=l 

d mu. 
(nk - m) lsls + ,d s 

for some constant c(/x) £ Kx. There are two cases to distinguish. If nk < rrik for 
all j < k < d then we choose a j < £ < d such that ri£ > 1 and see that the 
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product on the right hand side of the above identity contains the factor 0. Hence 
L^CEv^) = 0 in this case. Otherwise there is some j < £ < d such that me < ne. 
Then J(a + v) D { 0 , . . . , j — l,£\ so that, by Cor. 6.3, and hence LJE^O lies 
in Qd(X)j+1. This shows tha exact forms ® Mj lies in the kernel of Aj. 

Remark 8.2. — Vj is topologically generated by the forms ti*(SM£) for u G U(j) and 
» e B(f). 

Proof. — We in fact will show that in Qd(X) any form <7*(3Mf) with g G L(f) and 
fjt G B(j) is a (finite) linear combination of forms ^ ( E ^ ) with u G U(j) and v G B(j). 
First of all we have 

g*(Z^) = -g.(L^) = -[ad(fl)(LM)](fl.O-

From the discussion after Lemma 3.5 we know that j is an alternating sum of 
forms u*£d-j with u eU(f). Using the identity g*£ = ̂  A pr* (#*£<*_ j) again we see 
that is an alternating sum of forms u*£ with u G U(j). Inserting this into the above 
equation we are reduced to treating a form [ad(^)(L/x)](iisle^) = ^ ( [ a d ^ - 1 ^ ! ^ ) ] * ; ) . 
But ad(tfc_1^)(L/Lt) lies in ^1/€jB(j) K • Lu + b. • 

Proposition 8.3. — The linear map Aj induces a Pj-equivariant topological isomor
phism 

.Qd-j(Xd+i-: exact forms 
^Mj-^Vj. 
K 

Proof. — So far we know that Aj induces a continuous Pj-equivariant map with dense 
image between the two sides in the assertion. For simplicity we denote this latter map 
again by Aj. Both sides are Frechet spaces (the left hand side as a consequence of 
Thm. 7.1). We claim that it suffices to show that the dual map Aj is surjective. 
We only sketch the argument since it is a straightforward nonarchimedean analog of 
[B-TVS] IV.28, Prop. 3. Let us assume Aj to be surjective for the moment being. 
The Hahn-Banach theorem ([Tie] Thm. 3.6) then immediately implies that Aj is 
injective. Actually Aj : VJ = im(Aj)/ • V then is a linear bijection where we 
abbreviate by V the space on the left hand side of the assertion. This means that 
Aj induces a topological isomorphism im(Aj)'s V'8 between the weak dual spaces. 
Since the Mackey topology ([Tie] p. 282) is defined in terms of the weak dual it 
follows that Aj : V —> im(Aj) is a homeomorphism for the Mackey topologies. But 
on metrizable spaces the Mackey topology coincides with the initial topology ([Tie] 
Thm. 4.22). Therefore Aj : V im(Aj) is a topological isomorphism for the initial 
topologies. With V also im(Aj) then is complete. Because of the density we have to 
have im(Aj) = Vj. • 

Before we establish the surjectivity of A!j we interrupt the present proof in order 
to discuss the strong dual of the left hand side in our assertion. 
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Let 

Std+i-,- := C°°(L(f)/L(f) H P, K)/C£v(L(f)/L(f) n P, if) 

denote the Steinberg representation of the group L(j) equipped with the finest locally 
convex topology (in particular, Sti is the trivial character of the group Kx). Recall 
that identifying U(j) with the big cell in L(j)/L(j) n P induces an isomorphism 
Std+W 2* C™(U(j),K). We know from Thm.~7.11 that 

[nd-J•(зcd+1^)/gSSS], C 0 - ( C / ( j ) , K ) - S W 1 _ j 
A i—> [u i-> A(^*£d_j)] 

is a L(j)-equivariant topological isomorphism. In particular, the strong dual of the left 
hand side in Prop. 3 carries the finest locally convex topology and may be identified 
with the space HomK(Mj,Std+i-j) of all if-linear maps from Mj into Std+i-j. With 
this identification, the map Aj becomes the map 

l!?]:Vj —• Hom^(Mi,Std+1_J) 

A .—• { L M ^ [ ^ A ( L , M ) ) 1 } 

and ist surjectivity will be proved in the course of the proof of Prop. 4 below. 
Recall that Mj is isomorphic to the contragredient of the j-th symmetric power 

SymJ'(ifd+1-^) of the standard representation of L(j) = GLd+X-j{K) on Kd^x~K 

Proposition 8.4 

i. Vj is a reflexive Frechet space; 
ii. the linear map 

tii]:Vj HomjfCMj.Std+i^) 
A { L , . — [„_• \(L^0)}} 

is a Pj-equivariant isomorphism; 
iii. the topology of VJ is the finest locally convex one; 
iv. VJ = Std+i_j <g>Sym?(Kd+1~i) (with UjL'(j) acting on the right hand side 

through the inverse of the determinant character); 
v. Vj = Hom^(Std+1_j, Mj) (with the weak topology on the right hand side). 

Proof. — The first assertion follows by the same argument as for Prop. 6.5. The only 
other point to establish is the surjectivity of /Jj7"'. This then settles Prop. 3 which in 
turn implies the rest of the present assertions by dualizing. 

Let (p € C£°(U(j), K) = Std+i_j denote the characteristic function of the compact 
open subgroup U(j) Pi B in U(j). Since St^+i-j is an irreducible (in the algebraic 
sense) L(j)-representation it is generated by tp as a L(j)-representation. Hence the 
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finitely many linear maps 

Efj, : Mj • Std+i_j 

dmld 
J (f if i/ = //, 
[0 otherwise 

for /x G generate Hom^M^,Std+i - j ) as a L(j)-representation. For the surjec-

tivity of IQ^ it therefore suffices, by L(j)-equivariance, to find a preimage for each E^. 
At the beginning of section 5, we introduced the continuous linear forms 

77 1—• R e s ^ o j E - ^ 

on Qd(X) for any fi G X*(T). In terms of the pairing (,) defined before Prop. 5.3 this 
linear form is given as 

7 7 — (r,\U°,fp\B). 

We now fix a fi G Since //Ji? has weight — ¡1 we have (LI/(//x|B))(l) = 0 for 
all 1/ 7̂  /i (compare the proof of Prop. 5.2); in particular (3(/At|J5))(l) = 0 for any 
3 G b 7 - - | - i . Taylor's formula then implies that 

f^B G O(B)b*+1=0. 

By Lemma 6.4, the above linear form vanishes on fid(X)J'+1 and consequently induces 
a continuous linear form on Vj. We compute 

I%KK)(Lv){u) = Resfü„sS_M • Lu(u*Ç) = Resu_w^-O>0 

with 

9 := ( u - ^ ) • ( a d C u " 1 ) ^ ) ) ^ ) . 

Since, by Thm. 7.1, forms in Q^(X)1 have no residues it suffices to determine 6 modulo 
Qd(X)1. The subspace M* := Yl^eB(j)K ' of is £(j)-invaxiant. In fact, 
one easily computes that, for g = (grs) G L(j) and 0<i<j<£<d, one has 

î.a-(£i-e,) = 9je=--(ei-£i) H l-ffítóC-rei-ej)-
This formula and our previous formula for ad(# 1)Lu together show that the pairing 

Mj_ x M* —> K 

(L„ + bf ,E_„) 
1 if a = v, 

0 otherwise 

is L(j)-equivariant. It therefore exhibits M* as the L(j)-representation dual to Mj. 
The point of this pairing is that, by Cor. 6.3, we have E_M • (L^) = G f^(X)1 
for / v. Applying this together with the equivariance to the above form 6 we obtain 
that 

e g 
-e + nd(xY if 1/= 1/, 

f^(X)1 i f /x^i / 
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and consequently that 

/W(AM)(LI/)(W) = 
-ResM_1(^0)C if/x = i/, 

0 it fl ^ u. 

By [ST] Lemma 23 the form £ has residues only on the standard apartment and those 
are equal to ± 1 . The chamber u~xC lies in the standard apartment if and only if u 
fixes C. It follows that 70 (̂A/x)(I//Li) is supported on U(j) D B where it is a constant 
function with value ± 1 . All in all we see that 

lW(\u) = ±Ell 

(the sign depending on the parity of d). 

The natural Pj-equivariant linear map 

[nd(xy/nd (xy+1y —• vj 

is surjective (by Hahn-Banach) and is strict (by the same argument as for Prop. 6.7). 
Moreover both sides are inductive limits of sequences of Banach spaces (see the proof 
of Prop. 6.5) and are locally analytic P3-representations in the sense of Cor. 6.8. 
Therefore the assumptions of the Frobenius reciprocity theorem 4.2.6 in [Fea] are 
satisfied and we obtain the G-equivariant continuous linear map 

Jbl : [nd(Xy /Qd(Xy+1Y —• Gan(G, Pj\V!) 
A i—• la н-> (a^XMVil 

Here Gan(G, Pj]Vj) - the "induced representation in the locally analytic sense" -
denotes the vector space of all locally analytic maps / : G —> Vj such that f(gh) = 
h~1(f(g)) for any g G G and h G Pj on which G acts by left translations. Its natural 
locally convex topology is constructed in [Fea] 4.1.3 (to avoid confusion we should 
point out that [Fea] uses a more restrictive notion of a V-valued locally analytic map 
but which coincides with the notion from Bourbaki provided V is quasi-complete -
see loc.cit. 2.1.4 and 2.1.7). 

Definition. — The above map № : [Qd(X)j/nd(Xy+1]f -> Gan(G,P^;V/) is called 
the j-th partial boundary value map. 

Lemma 8.5. — № is injective. 

Proof. — It is an immediate consequence of Cor. 6.3 that Ylg^G di^j) ls dense in 
Qd(Xy/nd(Xy+1. • 

In order to describe the image of 1^ we first need to understand in which sense we 
can impose left invariant differential equations on vectors in an induced representation. 
For any Hausdorff locally convex K-vector space V the right translation action of G 
on Gan(G, V) := Gan(G, {1}; V) is differentiate and induces an action of U(g) by left 
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invariant and continuous operators ([Fea] 3.3.4). For V := VJ = Honi/<r(Mj, Std+i^j 
we therefore may consider the iiT-bilinear map 

(, ) : (U(B) ® Mj) x Can(G, HomK(Mi, Std+1_.,)) — Can(G, Std+1_j) 
(3 ® m, / ) 1—• [g ~ (3/) (g) (m)]. 

Note that, for a fixed 3 € ^(fl) <8>M,-, the "differential operator" 

(3,) : r i C H o m ^ M ^ S t ^ L j ) ) — Can(G,Std+i-,-) 

is continuous and G-equivariant (for the left translation actions). The action of Pj on 
HoiriK(Mj, Std+i-j) = Mj <g) Std+i_j is differentiable and the derived action of pj is 
given by 

(1) (тЕ)(т) = -E(tm) 

for y € p j , £ E Hom^(Mj, Std+i-j)» ano^ m ^ ^ 0 - This is immediate from the fact 
that any vector in St^+i-j is fixed by an open subgroup of Pj so that the derived 
action of pj on Std+i-j is trivial. 

Now recall that the induced representation Can(G, PJ; Homj^Mj, St^+i-j)) is the 
closed subspace of Can(G,Homx(M7,Std+i_7)) of all those maps / which satisfy 
f(gh) = h~1(f(g)) for g G G and h E Pj. For such an / we therefore have 

(?/)(<?) = 
d 
df 

(gexp(tp))< 

nrr 
d 
dt 

x p t o ) - 1 ^ ) ) . d d 

= -t(f(g)) 

for r. G and slightly more generally 

(i ?/ .9 = 
d 
dt 

:(y/)(sexp(*3))|._„ 

(2) tltrf+ 
d 
dr 

[/(sexp(t3)))i 

= cf2d 
d 
d£ 

(5exp(t3))i(=o) 

= -F((3/)(ff)) 

for £ G and 3 G the third equality is a consequence of the continuity of the 
operator r. Combining (1) and (2) we obtain 

(3(?/))(5)(m) = (-r((3/)(<7)))(m) = ((3/)(s))(?m) 

or equivalently 

<3? ® ™, /> = (3 ® P™, / ) 
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for / G Can(G, Pj\HomK(M^ Std+i-j)),m G M3ji G pj, and 3 G g. This means that 
the above pairing restricts to a pairing 

( , ) : (C / (g) <g> M.) x ^ ( C R s H o i ï i K f M . S W ! - , - ) ) Can(G,Std+i_7-i 
sx+1x 

and enables us to consider, for any subset X> C U(g) ®u(pj) Mj, the G-invariant closed 
subspace 

Can(G,Fj;HomK(M,,Std+1_7))p=0 := 

{ / G Can(G,P7:Hom^(M?-,Std. !_7)) : (3 , / ) = 0 for any 3 G D) 

The relevant subset for our purposes is the kernel 

3, = ker(E7(fl) ®Mj-^bj/b>) 
QKL 

of the natural surjection sending 3®ra to 3m. By the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem 
the inclusion U(n^) C U(g) induces an isomorphism [/(n̂ )"1" <g> Mj U(g) 0 My. 

x - U(pj) -
We mostly will view Dj as a subspace of (nj~) 0 Mj. 

Theorem 8.6. — The map 1^ (together with Io^J induces a G-equivariant topological 
isomorphism 

m : [nd(Xy/nd(Xy+1]'w hL C^{G,Pj^ornK{Mj,Std+1.j)f^ 

A — [g^I^ttg-^Wj)}. 

Proof. — We start by showing that the image of № satisfies the relations 5, = 0. 
Let 3 = EM6S(j) 3(„) ® i ^ € 0 j Ç [ / ( n ; ) <g>*r Mj; then 3 = jq, ,! , , € *7(nJ) n b | = 

U(nJ) n b (Prop. 4.6-iii). Note that 

[jW(A)(«?)](LM)(u) = G T ^ X M f . O ) = A(fl.(LM(«.0)) 

for # G G, G B(j), and ^ G Î7(j)- We compute 

<3,/W(A)>(<7)(u) = 
At 

:(3(M)(^w))(ff)](^)(«) 

dx A(0.(3(M)LM(u.£))) 
x 

= A(flf.(3(u.O)) 

= A(ff„.«.((ad(«-1)(3))0) 

which is zero because U{xv^) Pi b is ad([/(j))-invariant as we have seen earlier in this 
section. 

We know already that J^'l is continuous, G-equivariant, and injective. Next we 
establish surjectivity. Let / be a map in the right hand side of the assertion. By 
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a series of simplifications we will show that it suffices to consider an / of a very 
particular form for which we then will exhibit an explicit preimage under J^'l. 

We show first that we may assume that 
— / is supported on BPj and 
— f\Uj~ n B is analytic (not merely locally analytic). 
By the Iwasawa decomposition we have the finite disjoint open covering 

G/Pl = \JgBPl/Pl 
9 

where g runs through a set of representatives for the cosets in GLd+i{p)/B. As before 
let Uj~ denote the transpose of Uj. Then := Uj~ H B is the congruence subgroup 
of all matrices in whose non-diagonal entries are integral multiples of n. Consider 
the higher congruence subgroups u!jn\ for n > 0, of all matrices in Uj~ whose non-
diagonal entries are integral multiples of 7rn. These are polydisks in an obvious 
way, and we have U^ = yn(Uj~ n B)y~n where y E G is the diagonal matrix with 
entries (7r,..., 7r, 1 , . . . , 1). The Iwahori decomposition for B implies that the map 

9Uf gBPj/Pj 
gu i—• guPi 

is a homeomorphism. Our map / restricted to gUj ) still only is locally analytic. But 
we find a sufficiently big n E N such that f\ghU^ is analytic for all g as above and 
all h in a system of representatives for the cosets in Uj0^/u!jn\ If we put 

fgh := ((gh)-1 f)\Uf} Pj extended by zero to G 
then these maps lie in the right hand side of our assertion and we have 

/ = 
9,h 

Á9h)fg,h-

The reason for this of course is that 

G = \ 
9,h 

ghUln)Pl 

is a disjoint finite open covering. By linearity and G-equivariance of № it therefore 
suffices to find a preimage for each fg,h- This means we may assume that our map / 
is supported on U^Pj and is analytic on U^n\ Using G-equivariance again, we may 
translate / by y~n so that it has the desired properties. 

For our next reduction, we will show that we may further assume that 
- / is supported on BPj with f\Uf n B = e ® ip for some e E 0(Uf H B, Mj)^=0 
and cp E Std+i-j-
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If we consider an analytic map on Uj~ PI B with values in the locally convex vector 
space Homx(MJ-, St^+i-j) then the coefficients in its power series expansion multi
plied by appropriate powers of 7r form a bounded subset of HOIIIK(MJ, Std+i_j). The 
topology of that vector space is the finest locally convex one. Hence any bounded 
subset and therefore the set of coefficients lies in a finite dimensional subspace. This 
means that our f\Uj~ DB is an element of £>(£/+ HP) 0k HomK(Mj, Std+i-j). More
over, viewing as a subspace of Í7(n+) 0 k Mj it is clear that with respect to the 
obvious pairing 

(, ) : (¡7(n+) 0 Mj) x (0(17+ f lB)® HomK(M¿, Std+W)) —• 0(U+ n B) 0 Std+W 
— K — K — K 

(%0m,e0 E) i • ® E(m) 

we have /117* f l B ) = 0 . We now decompose 

/ | t / / n P = ] [ ] e ; ® P ¿ 

into a finite sum with e¿ G 0(Uj~ D P) and i£¿ G H O I H K ( M J , St^+i-j) such that the 
images Ei(Mj) are linearly independent 1-dimensional subspaces of Std+i-j. Then 
each e¿ ® P¿ satisfies the relations (Dj, e¿ 0 Ei) = 0. We define maps /¿ on G with 
values in HomJ^(M7, St^+i-j) by setting 

fi(uh) := ei{u) • /i-1(P¿) for u e U+ H B and ftePj 

and extending this by zero to G. Since the map h i—» h~x{Ei) is locally analytic on 
P, it easily follows that /¿ G Can(G, Pj;; Homx(Mj, Std+i-^)). By construction /¿ is 
supported on P P j with fi\Uj~ C\ B = ei 0 Ei. Clearly 

/ = £ / * • 

We claim that each fi satisfies the relations Dj = 0. This will be a consequence of the 
following observation. The group Pj acts diagonally on U(&)®u(pj) Mj via h($0m) := 
ad(/i)3 O /im. The point to observe is that the subspace dj is P^-invariant. Note first 
that because U(n^)nbf C b (Prop. 4.6. iii) an element X)M3(/x) ® ^ G ^(n¿~)®KMi 

lies in if and only if Z)/x3(/x)^ ^ °- Let now ^ ^ ^ ^ ^(n¿) ®^ M¿ 
and h € Pj. We distinguish two cases. If h G L(¿) then using the ad(L(¿))-invariance 
of t/(n+) n b we obtain 

(YJad(fc)(3(il)) • ALM)í = (ad ( / i ) (yj3(; i )L^))e = 0. 
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If h G L'{j)Uj then using Lemma l.h we obtain 

xd 

ad(/i)(3(M)) • hL^V = det(/i) • /1. 

evb 

(/iW„) (g) /dks 

= h* 
sd 

(/iW„) (g) / jksid 

Going back to our maps fa and letting again X^U3(a0 ® £ Vj C U(nf) <S>K MJ we 
now compute 

vre 
3(/x) ® Lu)/» ) ( ^ ) = (ì(rìfi)(uh)(L^) 

rd 
b 

sv 

(Ы(а)з(1л)еЛ(и) • h-4Ei)(Lu) 

sl = d 
sd 

\((AD(h)T(uï)ei)(u) • Ei(hLu)) 

= h-x 
A» 

ad(/iW„) (g) / i L „ , E i ) ( u ) ) 

= h~: dv 
vr 

it..\ ®L...).ei ®Ei)(u)) 

= 0. 

This establishes our claim. 
We want to further normalize the component <p in this last expression. Let <pQ G 

C£°(U(j),K) = Std+i_j denote the characteristic function of C/(j) H v3. Then <p can 
be written as a linear combination of vectors of the form g~1^p0 with g G L(j). A 
straightforward argument shows that / can be decomposed accordingly so that we 
may assume cp = g~1(pQ for some g G L(j). We now find a finite disjoint open covering 

G(U+ n B)PJ_ = 

i 

uiyn(UJ1-nB)PJ_ 

with appropriate n G N and G The map gf is supported on gBPj and its 

restriction gf\g(Uf d B)g 1 is analytic with values in M\ <g) if <̂ Q. If we put 

/v := ((uiVn) 1QF)\BPN extended by zero to G 

then these maps lie in the induced representation on the right hand side of our asser
tion and we have 

/ = 
i 

9 Uiynfa. 

The restriction of fa to Uf n B satisfies 

= (9f)(uiynu) = ir~'n • (gf)(Uiynuy-n). 
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But Uiynuy-n E gBPj_ n C g(Uf nB)g~1. It follows that fi\U+ H B is analytic 
with values in M'3 0 K(p0. At this point we have arrived at the conclusion that we 
may assume that 
- / is supported on BPj with f\U+ n B = e 0 <p0 for some e E 0(U+ n B, Mj)°i=0. 

We rephrase the above discussion in the following way. We have the linear map 

Ext, : 0(U+ H B, M£*i-=0 —• Can(G, P3_; HomK(M^, Std+i_,))^=0 

defined by 

ExtjieXg) := 
h~1(e(u) (g) G90) for q = uh with w e Ut DB,h G P.-, 

0 otherwise . 

Its image generates the right hand side (algebraically) as a G-representation. An 
argument analogous to the proof of [Fea] 4.3.1 shows that Extj is continuous. On the 
other hand, in section 6 after Lemma 4 we had constructed a continuous linear map 

D3_ : 0(U+ H B,M$)**.=° —• [fid(X)V«d(X)i+1]'-

The surjectivity of 1^1 therefore will follow from the identity 

Extl = o Dt 

By the continuity of all three maps involved it suffices to check this identity on weight 
vectors. Fix a weight v with J{y) — {0, — 1}. By construction the map Dj 
sends the weight vector Yl^eB{j)V<^J^f^)Wj' Hi?]® to the linear form \u(ri) = 
Res^Q^H-J ,^. What we therefore have to check is that I^(\u) is supported on BPj 
with 

№(\v)\utr\B = 
M€B(j) 

[(LM\Utc\B]®Ll®<p0KQK. 

By definition we have 

[jM(A„)(fl)](LM)(t£) = [(g-'ls sls KW^L^O) 

= \Jg(LJu*0)) 

-„ • g.u*((ad(u )(LU))£dkjd 

=Res roz n\E-„ • g.u*((ad(u )(LU))£) 

for fi E B(j) and u E U(j) C P3. First we deal with the vanishing of this expression 
for g £ BPj. Observe that 

— g 4. BPj if and only if gu £ BPj, and 
-„ • g.u*((ad(u )(LU))£ K µXs dWld X E 

Hence it suffices to show that 

Res(7j nxS-^ • #*(£„£) = 0 for g £ BPj. 
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We distinguish two cases. First we assume that g £ Uj~Pj. Then the divisor 
div(S_^ • <7*(£M£))oo is supported among the hyperplanes Ho = 0 , . . . , E^-i = 0 and 
#*E!j = 0, ...,(j*Ed = 0. Those are linearly dependent if g £ UJ~Pj and hence 
have a nonempty intersection, i.e., Z(S-U • <7*(EM£)) 0- According to the dis
cussion after Prop. 6.2 the form S-^ • #*(EM£) therefore lies in fi^ (X)1, hence is 
exact by Lemma 7.2, and consequently has zero residue. Second we consider the case 
g E Uj~ \ (Uj~ flB). Then g fixes S o , . . . , E j - i so that p~1S_I/ is a linear combination 
of H-^/ with J(vf) C {0 , . . . , j — 1}. It follows that •SS DK?D is a linear combina
tion of forms Hj,"^ among which the only possible non-exact one is £! (compare the 
proof of Lemma 7.2). We obtain 

Res(C.O)E-v • #*(SM£) = Resa-4C.0)(9 2 - " ) S M £ = C ' ReSa-4C,0)£ 
with some constant c E K. But £ has residues only on the standard apartment and 
g_1(C, 0) lies in the standard apartment only if g E E/̂ " n B. This establishes the 
assertion about the support of LSLS KS 
Fix now a g E UJ~DB and let ^ E £/(j). Repeating the last argument for gij instead of 
g we obtain that R e s ^ 0)" -^ " 9*u*№tJ>£>) = 0 unless and hence u fixes (C, 0). This 

means that, for g E Uj~ n the function [J^(A1/)(^)](LAX) E C™(U(j),K) vanishes 

outside U(J)nB. For u G U(j) Pi 5 we have 

[ / ^ ( A ^ C f f ) ] ^ ) ^ ) - Resr^(^-1^-1S_I,)((ad(^-1)(LM))0 

dks= 
J(I/')ÇJ 

c(z/0Res(^o)(îx-1H_^)((ad(u-1)(L/,))O 

where 

)(LU))£ = 
J{u')<Zl 

c(z/)S_„. 

If i/' E #0) then we computed the corresponding summand already in the proof of 
Prop. 8.4 and, in particular, showed that it is independent of u E U(j) D B. On the 
other hand the subspace 

kskssks 
sksd;s 

x +d1sk 

of 0{X) is preserved by the action of U(j). This means that, for i/' £ B(j), the form 
( ^ " ^ - ^ ( ( a d ^ - 1 ) ^ ^ ) ) ^ ) cannot contain £ and therefore must have zero residue. 
This computation says that, for fixed g E Uj~ fl B and fixed /a E B(j), the function 

[I^(Xl/)(g)](LfjL)(u) is constant in u E U{j) fl 5 . In other words we have 

lW(\v)(g) = 
dsks +d1 

[ / W ( A 1 / ) ( 5 ) ] ( ^ ) ( I ) ® L ; ® ¥ ? 0 
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for g eUr П B. But using the various definitions we compute 

[№(\v)(g)](L»)(l) = Res(^0)H_„ - p . ( L ^ ) = (LM/„)(ff). 

This establishes the surjectivity and hence bijectivity of the map Finally, that jbl 
is open and hence a topological isomorphism is a consequence of the open mapping 
theorem in the form given in [GK] Thm. 3.1 (A3) provided we show that both sides 
of J^'l are (LB)-spaces, i.e., a locally convex inductive limit of a sequence of Banach 
spaces. For the left hand side this fact is implicitly contained in our earlier arguments: 
In the proof of Prop. 6.5 we had noted that f2d(X)J/f&d(X)J+1 is the projective limit of 
a sequence of Banach spaces with compact transition maps. We certainly may assume 
in addition that these transition maps have dense images. By the same argument as 
in the proof of Prop. 2.4 it then follows that the strong dual [Qd(Xy/^(Х)^1]' is an 
(LB)-space. We now turn to the right hand side. Using [GKPS] Thm. 3.1.16 (compare 
also [Kom] Thm. 7') it suffices to show that Can(G, Pj; НОШК(М;-, St^+i-j)) is the 
locally convex inductive limit of a sequence of Banach spaces with compact transition 
maps. To see this it is convenient to identify this space, as a locally convex vector 
space (without the G-action), with the space Can(G/Pj, Homx(Mj, Std+i_j)) of all 
locally analytic functions on G/Pj with values in Hom/^Mj , Std+i-j) . The recipe 
how to do this is given in [Fea] 4.3.1. One fixes a section г of the projection map 
G G/P3_ such that 

GIP, x PA -̂ -> G 
(gPvh) ,—> i{gPj)h 

is an isomorphism of locally analytic manifolds ([Fea] 4.1.1). We then have the con
tinuous iniection 

Gan(G,R; V) — • Gan(G/P,-,V) 
/ .— \gPi ~ f(%(aPi))] 

writing V := Hom^(Mj, St^+i-j) for short. In fact we will need that V is of the form 
V = Vfin 0 x VSm for two J^-representations Vfin and Vsin which are finite dimensional 
algebraic and smooth, respectively. If Vf runs over the finite dimensional subspaces 
of Vsm then 

V = lim Vfin (g) Vf 
Vf 

and each Vfìn ® Vf is invariant under some open subgroup of Pj. A possible inverse 

of the above map has to be given by 

Ф — UÌ9) •= (g-higPjVWgPj)). 

Since 

Can(G/P,, V) = lim Can(G/P,; Vfin ® VA 
—> - К 
Vf 
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it suffices to check that 

Ca»{G/Pj}Vtto®Vf) — Can(G,Pi;V) 
4> 1—> U 

is well defined and continuous. Consider the obvious bilinear map 

P : [ 1 4 n ^ / ] x [Endx(Vkn)0Hom/c(Vf,ysm)] —-> V 

between vector spaces equipped with the finest locally convex topology. By [Fea] 2.4.3 
(the condition BIL is trivially satisfied) it induces a continuous bilinear map 

C™{G/Py, Vfen ® Vf) x Can(P3_, End(Vkn) ® Hom(V>, — Clm(G/Pl x i^, V). 
(</>,*)>—* po ( 0 x t t ) 

Using the section г we obtain the continuous bilinear map 

P : Can(G/P^ yfin ® V/) x Can(P^, End(Ffin) ® Hom(F/, Fsm)) — Can(G, V) 

defined by SLSL LS := P((j)(gPi)^(i(gPj)~1g)). It remains to observe that 
*0(fc) := /i"^(g)/i-^liesinCan(P^End(Ffin)(8)Hom(V>,Fsm)) and that/?(</>, *Q) = /0 . 

We now are reduced to show that C&n(G/Pj,V) is the locally convex inductive 
limit of a sequence of Banach spaces with compact transition maps. Since G/Pj is 
compact this is a special case of [Fea] 2.3.2. • 

To finish let us reconsider the bottom filtration step. By definition Sti = K is 
the trivial representation, and L(d) = Kx acts on the one dimensional space Md 
through the character a i—• a~d. Let therefore Kx denote the one dimensional Pd-
representation given by the locally analytic character 

X'.Pd —- K* 

9 
(9da)d+1 
det(#) 

By comparing weights one easily checks that the natural map U(nt) 0 Md —• b^/b 
K ~ ~ 

is bijective which means that dd = 0. Our theorem therefore specializes in this case 
to the assertion that the map 

JM : \Qd(X)dY Can(G, Pd\KJ) 
A '—> [g -\(g*(dEp0 A • • • A d H ^ J ) ] 

is a G-equivariant topological isomorphism. 
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